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'... --41/STRACT -

.
.

Language.Acquisition.; ISome .,Acotistic and InteractiVe. Aspects
'. iof :Infancy ,

-
EarIy_staggs/of language acquisition for.four first-born

.,infant*%were studied.i'n a Iongitudinal'paradigm from birth to tWo
yea a. .MethodolOgica ancLcontentive goals included, examinatiOn
bo selected aspects-o vocal-verbal behavior exhibited by the chil-' .

dren.and-Aheir'srent . Home a,ild laboratory recording*, diaries,
interview, and develo mental Observation were, principal data sources.
ubstudies cOncentrat ng on the first twntY-four week of life in-

;
luded analyses Of,Cl fund4ment:al frequency character'stics of

nondistress vocaliiat ons,. (2)_thp evolution of prototype 'conversa7
tions, (3) percePtuA and.acoustic attributes of infant vocalization.

' The children diSplay d a rich and varied'sbund repertOire which
seem's to parallel ch rigingaspects of evolving sensory-Motor be-
hav.iprs. Parent.chi d-direft.e0 language appears to have different
functions depending n such factors as the child's developmental ,

level and. the parent ' perception ofabilities and preferences. Ine
respOnse to when, wh re, and-how'to begin' the study of language:.ac-

.. qulsition, prelimina y fnd,ings indicate that in-depth exaMinatiOn
of small numbers of children'in a variety of interactive and non-
social milieus need to begin at the.lpeginning generating detailed

.

reCords that are .av ilable for repeated scrutiny. .(Current status
--continuing)

,.c
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I. INTRODUCMON

- Young c'hildren, Studied frcAl the earliest phases of
development provide a cogent testing ground for hypotheses
related to individual and environmental determinants of :

language adquisition. Historicall, interest.3!n the onto-
genesis of language has involved examination of the sensory-
motor period encompasSing approXimately the first 18:to
24 months of life (Piaget, 1952). During this time in
which the child is being integrated into a social world,
he is an.active, creative and 'unique individual,who be-
cemeg involved in reciprocal,interactions with others-and
subsequent mutual regulation _Ultimately,.language be-
comes the most e'ffective and efficient \vehicle for the
child's social cdmmunication ,(Levi-Strass, l956) and his
own self-regulation (Luria, 1961)..

In considering the problem of where; When, and how
to begin the study of language acquisition,-it was' con-
cluded that sodnd production has the critical criterial
attribute of continuity; that is, sound production features
can 'be traced fr* their point of origin atlpirth through
the developmental period. An early and stil.,1 useful method
of observing phonological development consisted of. diaries
provided primarily by! linguists (Leopold, 1939-1949-, 1961; -

Velten,.1943; Lewis, 1951, 1959) which contained aiheCdotal

records. With the exception of Nakazima.(1962 1966, 1970,
1972), 011er, et al,, (1974), Sta"mpe (1972) and Delack
(1975), theoretieal models of the evolution of the'phono-
logical Systemwhich include 'prelinguiStic' Vocal behavior
have remained without empirical support.

Jakobson (1968/1941), Shavahkin (1973/1948), .and
,

Nakazima (1972) represent a discontinuity position4'they
proposed that:there is a clear differenti4tion between
nonlinguistic and linguistic sound production. The dis-
continuity 'has been expressed as prephonemie/prosodie
versus phonemic stages, involuntary versus volubta y,.
lack of constraints associated with the absedce of "rulee '

versus "rule-governed" occurrences, etc. The continuity
stance has been advocated by McCarthy (1952), Murai (1963)',
and more recently, by 011er, et\al. (1974) and Delack ..(1975).

The position assumed for the!present investigation lis that .

there are both continuous and discontinuops leatureS or

I
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patter s evident as a child -progresses from vocalf tion
td verbalization. TheSe .patterns mi4ht best be re ealed
through,;systematic obser ation and:detailed analysis of
phonetid!%variations an their ass;ociated fu tion and
context.

La qe scale cross-sectional and longitudinal norma-
tive inve kigations including many children allowed for
specificon Of the milestone's for acquisition of various
specific- surable skills (Gesell et al., 1940; Templin,
1957; Bayl 1969,; Irwin, 1947a, 1947b, 1947c, 1947d,
1948). Th contributed significant and necessary norma-

'4 tive inforMWon. At present, we see an increaing ten-
dency to reiOrn to stUdies involving small nijmbers of.
childen de4uned to.explore.and describe the details of

0 chang.. in voOr-verbal 1Yehavior which allow foi. .a prodess
interpretati. (Nakazimae.1962,.1966, 1970, 1972; 011er,
et al., f9740e1ack,-1975; peters, 1975). The. present
'investigatioras designed bakthe basis of an approach to -
deiine the.gtsis Of individual differences, to descrThe
quAlitative a: 'quantitative differences between stages,
and'toexami*interaction variables which.exert direct
and irfairect influenceSoh, children as they proceed from

450 producing ling4istically no$Meaningful.utterances to their
establishment .s1 language use in interpersonal communica-
tion. We'.have** complex, time-Consuming, and expensive
task in specif*g te continuous and discontinuous fed-
tures'of the priqesses and behaviors.under scrutiny. .

10V
Four fun ental interdependent questiP are in-

volved in our sty of infant behavior: . (1) What factors
opotivate or impe Uhe infant to vocalize? (2) What are the

eatures of infa4 'yocalization and hoW do they change over
time? (3) What a the factors that determine the features

' of infant vocaliza Ion? and (4) What are the functions of
vocalization in're tion to the child.'s evolving cognitive,
social, embtional a linguitic development? In order to
begin to answer the questions, the objectiVes.bf the
4pUrrent investigatio ere: Al) to develop a protocol for
s. study and analysis ongitudinal data; (2) to evolve a

," description of Some 4 stic and perceptual attr4utes of
infant vocal behavior A d of language directed to these in-
fants during the first o years of life; 4nd (3) to de-
scribe some aspects of patent-child interaction which foster
awareness of the cpmmunicative process.. The following sec-
tions of this rer..)rt contain an outline of the preliminary
protocel developed and the general methodology used in data
collectiOn and reduction. Background information, method-

.

ology, and reJults of.seven prelimi.nary substudies which
have been complet_ed will 'be detailed in separate sections
followed by majo,4: conclusions.

7
thr-



II. PRELIMINARY PROTOCOD FOR'LONGITUDINAL STUDY :

_The protocol developed involves three major research_:
areas including t'he infant, the parents as representing the
child's principal linguistic input, and parent-child inter-

-acion. ,Tbis partitioning is intended for methodological
organization of the investigation of four couples and their
first-born children who are.being studied as fami y unitsk

qt.

2V:, Infant

1 Fundamental frequency characteristics: 0 to 2 years
,lezsm; a. Objective: To trace. the evolution of contrastive

intonation
b. Methodology

(1) Descriptive statistical analysis of funda- -

mental frequency characteristics-correspond-
ing to stages of language acquisition from
its inception during the preverbal.period
fro four ,_1-ifants with the.following specifi-
cations: -4

.(a) Age of the infant
(b) Recording conditions

(i) Locale: home, labOWory
(ii) Social conditions: infant alone,

parent present, adult other than'
parent present', other

(iii) Stage of development
(2) Analysis of contour configurations

, Research completed% Descriptive statistical anal-
ysis of fundaltental frequency characteristics
'for four infants during the filst 24 weeks of
life (See Section'III A)

2. Syliabification'and segmentation
,a. Objectives

(1) To examinirthe choice of the phonetic syllable
as,a viable unit for description of infant
vocal behavior

(2) To specify the characteristics of syllable
types in relation to the Segmentation prop-

. erties for infant vocal behavior
(3) To 'evolve a description of the evOlution of

the phonological system in relation to syllable
types, segmental variat.ions, contrastj.ve fea-
tures and distributional rules

(4) To evolve a. descriptive model of the infant'S
behavior asthe progresSes from vocal to verbal

,utterances
b. Methodology

(1) Petceptnal analysis: judgments of syllabicity
in peaRA of prominence made by individuals
who have received training in listening to
infant vocal behavior; rahdomly selected non-.
ditre-ss utterances 'sampled throughout the

8
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4)eriod of study (r'to 2 years); acoustic anal-
ysis: spectral displays Of nOndiS-tress uLtur=-
antles subjected.to scrutiny for duration,
prominent resonance structure and amplitude
peaks; specification of the correspondence be-.
tween perceptual and acoustic data

(2) Perceptual analysis: specification of major
segmental features through a specially-adapted
form of segmental transcription used by.trained
judges; acoustic analysis: spectral, display of
'utterances used to specify'resonance structure,
occiuic .features, and duration; specification'
of the correspondence between perceptual and
acoustic data

c. Research completed
(1) Perceptual analysis of infant Tpcalization

during the first 24 week's 'for four children
(see Section III B)

(2) Specification of the correspondence between
the acoustic features for a sample of utter=
ances from one infant during .the-first 24,
weeks of life and the perceptual features for
those-vocalizations in relati.on to syllabi-
ficativo peaks of prominence, and gegmental
transcription (see Section III C},y

(3) Perceptual analysis infant cryAnd-noncry
utterances for one Agnt froR 3 wOeks through
3 months of age (see Section III D).

d. DevelopMent of'descriptive model: specification
of the first 24 weeks in relation to primitive
syllabification and phonetic exploratory, behavior
(see Section III E)

B. Parent child-directed.language

1, Objective: To- specify the characteristics of the
linguistic environment for four children from birth
to 2 years
a. Specification of syntactic structure for child-

directed language ,

b. Specification of acoustic-phonetic attributes of
selected'aspects of child-diirected language

c. Specification of functions of child-directed
language

d. Specification of content of child-directed-lan-
guage

e. Comparisbn of child-directed language exhibited
by fathers and mothers

f. Examination of the effects.of varying experimental
conditions on parents' child-directed language

g. Exami.nrItion of the effects exerted by individual
infAL:3 un tho structure, function and content-of
th,7,:r parents,' child7directed language
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2. Methodology
a. Naturalistic observation and recording of parent,

child-directedlanguage-in hOme-and rabokatbry-----
conditiOns

b. Structural analysis of parent child-directed
language from.wtitten transcript

c. Fundamental frequency analysis Of selected'saTgles.
of parentt, child-directed language derived from
acoustic analysi

*Id. Segmental phonetic features and timing character-
. istics orpdrent child-directed language derived

from .spectral display
e. DevelopMent of a taxonomy for description oF the

functions and content of parent child-directed
language through observation of parent-child
interaction in home and laboratory conditions

f. Analysis.of.the effects of individual children
on the structure, flinction and content Of their
parents' childdirected language through speci-
fication of the child's age and stage in relation
to language, motor, cognitive, and social aevelop-
ment. These factors will be used as independent
variables.,

3. Research completed
a. A preIi,minary analysis of mother's' question forms

directed to their infantS during the first 16
weeks of life (see Section IV A).

b. Structure., function and content of parent child- r
directed language in two experimental conditiOns:
a comparison within and among couples (see
Section IV B).

C. The evolution of conversation

1. Purpose: To describe the progression of parent-
child conversation from its.inception in proto-
type form through verbal dialogue

Methodc,logy
a. Specification of the .timing features of parent-

child conversations,throup analysis of pause
time for interactive utterances

b. Imitation
(1) Analysis of.acoustic, phonetic, and when appli-

cablei'lillguistic features of parentinitiated
imitati_ve cycles (parerit-child as the minimum
components of a cycle)

(2) Analysis of acoustic, phonetie; and when
applicp.ble, linguistic features of child-
initidted imitative cycles (child-parent as
difpimum components of a cycle)

(3) Analysis of the structure and content of
v:rbal conversational interchange
An._11%-sis of parent-child,verbal discourse or



S. Research-completed . ' ,7

)a. PaUse time featuresofprototype conVer'sations
-for one infant from'54to/l() weeks of acje Esee

$
.. .

7SectioHV, A) .
., -.- * ,

,., .

-In_ METHODS 01", PROCEDuRE, -

.4
.

'A.-Subject Selection
. '

' ' , .

6. -
.

Solicitation for first born infants.waa made through .

recommendatiofts from.a ocal obstetrician advertisemints in
6 Unity..-newspapers;,. ,d personal acqUaintance- A total' of

24.couples- wgre'contaCted. ...Nine coup]1S met,the prelim,i.nary.
cl-iteria which icacluded'norMal,medical a'rld psychological, .

hiseOti4s,, nOrmalaring sensitivity and:language functietn,
. , , _. .

Englishas their nati,.ve language, willin§ness to partie4ate'
in the invOsigation,,and the coildition that Ilejnotl'ier was
tc0De the primary caretaker. An initial ipte2,view was held
with these Couples :during which the natur&Of thestudy was
,explained 4nd det4ils. of, the'Parents,''respog.sibilities pre-
Sented. IhcentiVes' for partidipationYinluded periodic tie-
v.elopment61 'evaluations, 'procureMent 0 .,a vecord of *he
infant's development; and a mastr audicitilSb.recordlng,;ooli

. ,

taining samples:..of the infant's utteranCes'throu0ho4 OP
:first two years% Fallowingthe initial prenatalVintervidW,
-the,coupleS were.dvi's'ed tO allow some time to elapse before

'..

*i
4. makinga .detision regarding participation Or,..ce their de-

cision was con-firmed, =Ole couplieSwere-seen fO# an additional'
. interview to secure backgropnd 'information, ,kheir attitudes
toward and experience with children, their.expectations about
newborn infants, and thy.deVelopmental process, and preferences

. in relation to sex of the .infant and:child-rearihg practices.
. ..

,The final subject selecion- folloWed the birth of the
infant: Although the orientation of the investigAtion was
that of tracing and interrelating individual "Patterns of be-
havior, reported sex differences in the child- development,

, literature (Lewis, 1971; Moss,-1967; McCall, 19727- Zelazo,
1972; Kagan1969; Templin, 1,057; Delack, 1975) warranted-in-
clusion of:two males and two females. These four children, ,
,displayed norinal pre-.', Eiata-, and posthatal.histories and
normal hearing sensitivity. They Were born.within:two weeks
of the mother's duedate and weighed between 5 lbs, and 9 lbs,,'
6 oz.. The birth dates were September 19,.1973, October 2,
1974, -DeCember 2, 1973 and May 21, -1974. .- .

The parents.were a highly-educated group. At the ini-
tiation of the 'study, one father had completed his doctoral
work, two,fatheffe and one mother weretoral Stlidents, one
mother was in the final stageS of coriii5leting a masters 'degree,
one was completing a bachelors degree, and one mother had
two years of trAinintrin hopsital X-ravtechnology. Although
the .original criteria specified lhat'tbe mother would not be

,

. ,

,
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working Auring the period of study and would thus assume therole of mgjor caretaker,financiaa_constraints. necessitatedthat one mother-begin working when her daughter was 10 monthsold,- Due to the time already ihYestedi this child was con--,tinued in:the study, Through the next 14 months,' she,had aseries of bebysitters for periods ranging from a half- to afull day through which she had more continuous contact with..peers%than the414her three children.

Following the birth of the child, recording procddureswere instituted. Changes in parent and infant behavior areassociated with a variety of sources internal and external tothe individuals including situaton or context (Nelson, 1973;Korner, 1972, 1974;.Lewis1 1972), the presence or absence of
observers (Wolff, 1963; Lytto4T 1971, 1974), and state (Lewis,1972y Wolff/ 1963, 1965; Brackbill, 1973; Blauvelt and-Mc-
Kemla, 1961) to name a few. Confidence in the validity
(representation of an adequate sample) and reliabiiity of the4data results from comprehensive and careful observations
secured in,a variety of conditions.- The sources of data forthe inyestigation included atraoL daily home'recordings,,Adiary kept.by the parents, weekly 24-hOur logs reporting..theinfant's schedule of activities, and audio and yqdeorecord-
ings made at the infant laborat6ry every two weeks.

B. Data Base

1. Parent Interview
i, . .

41though the Prinqpipal investigator arid tl-* parents..have,had:a running dialogue throughoutth-e eonduct .of
vestigation, formal periodic intervieW with'bot the'mothesr.and fatheewere scheduled in addition to those wliicllprdceeded".
the initiation of fecbrding procedures. These were held atthe end of twelve months and twerity-fours mooths..of.study forthree of the four couples. The fourth "infarit has nA yetreached his second birthday. The primary. purpose ol these
interviews wa to secure the parents' impression ofthe child's

statuS at ehat time,c-their view'r'of his/her developmentin rel tion to language, cogion, sociaa, motor And erflotional
growth, their views regarding the conduct ofth.ei.stUdy ..).n re-lation to recording procedures, scheduling,, ma.intaiming, the7iary, etc., and their expectatiOns;for ehe next_ period of dd7.

.

% '

. 2. Home Conditions
. . .'.,a. Audio reLording: Tbe parents were' provided With ,. a Sony portable cassette rec9rder. (Model TC 110A), ,wo_ Micro-- .

phones an'd a supply of tapes which were replertished evertwo't.
..,weeks. Cleaning, operating and recording instructions were..

revir.wed at. pc,riodic intervals,. Recording samples inc)Jided_
earl* awaking and pr.,-:,;leep.i?oriod, feeding, bathing;-dreseS-.
ing,tleave taking, and play alone as well as with eacb parnt.

1 ,

"te\



Prior to !durin ot subsequent to .a recording, thd
parents supplied the .dateV.time, location, activity, and
-position of the infant in additioft to prerecOrding activity
(e.g. "has.just been fed")- The parents seem ..to haveeasily

.\acquired the abilkty to-automatically and naturally provide
- the abov9 inform ±ion which, frortyreport,, became,faixly rour
'tine after a br:e't intervalLof pract,ice. ,The parents have
also been ncragedtomake cfiortiments on the tape recordings
regardng:their awn cbseiwations of the child which were!gub-.-
seqUently transcribed .in the infant:s developmental lo-book.

As in paSt research, theproblems encountered in the
home recocdigs involve backgeound noise, microphone distance,
and microphone nOises stemming from the intants° kicking,
handling or,eating tht object-7which:early. became a target
that was going to 'be gotten in the face of dny, adversity. Con-

. siderable.data, howevter, appropriate and adequate for analysis
have been derived from these tapes:' The home recordings were
subsequently reduced by the principal investigator according
to criteria which eliminated long periods of silence (e.g.
T the infant had gone to sleep) and portions-with very.

,poo signal-to-noise ratios. These tapes were then transcribedo
coded by number, and retain& as Master Home-Tapes,

b. Diary and loq: The parents were provided with a
dated log book in which they,placed almost daily.notation re-
garding developmental information involving vocalization, lan-
gUage, 'rotor skills, affective behavior (g.g.'smile, reactioh

'tO 4trangerS), food preferences'and eating habits, illnesses, .

sleep .behavdor, trips, visitors, etC. The log .was designed to,
'reduce moipory constraints and has provided Valuable details
regarding developmental change which might .have slipped ino
obscuriCy. In -addition, generally once a week, the parents
filled.out a check' list for.a 24-hour period providing informa-
tion as to the time the child spent sleeping, awake, activities

' when awake.(fceding, chane-diaTer, play), people present and
whether the infant was at hOme or Out.

.

3. Laboratory Conditions

The- infant laboratory has provided a conducive at-
Mosphere for naturalistic observation.of infants and their7

parents. It includes a two-way 4' x 6'. observation window and-
a'patch'panel with connections for individual Sony. Electret
microphones (ECM 50) worn by the parent and by the child.
Video and audio recording' ingtrumentation Teac 1230 recorder,
Sony mixer MX300, Sony Video Camera,s AVC-3200 and 3500, Sony
Special Effects GfWerator .SEG-1, Sony Video-corder AV 3600)
Were located. outskde the laboratory proper. Subjects haVe been
recorded at two-week intervals ,t.hroughout the period Ofstudy.
The conditions included' the infant alone periodically and
dyadic and triadic interactions With the-mother; fath,er or
both parents present.

A set,of toys and furnishing3appropriate for the child's,
deVelopmental level have been provided. For ex4mple, initially,'
a portacrib was present with toys for.a young infant such as

13



s ueeze objects, stuffed acnimalS, etc.; whereas later,objects
such as telephones, a'tble and chair, a toy stove, a play
crib, tea set, and.puzzies were in the room. Following each

- session, the infant's weight, ]2hgth and head circuMference
measurements' were 'taken as well as two Polaroid pictures, one
of which was given to the parents.

In addition to the ayilio and video data derived
directly from the laboratory,libtiler aspects of tlie context
and sUpplementary information were provided by the.principal
investigator,. A running live coMillentary of ,conditions includ-
ing infant state, location of principals, gaze behavior, classi- .

fiCation of :Dme typos of utterances, observable articulatory
behavior,eLc. was recorded-on a second channel of the audio
tape. Both channels were subsequently transcribed, numnerically
coded, ,and checked for reliability with the video recording to
insure corrlect timing of the commentary. A sample is provided
in Figure- 1.

Figure 1. Sample transcription from laboratory sessi,on

(J. 12/3/73; 8.:6 (8 weeks, 6 days); 1:00 p.m.; 22 1/4_inches;
12 lbs. 4 oz.; awakened at 12:15 p.m. and fed; D indicated a
directed vocalization, U-an undirected vocalization and Unde-
termined vocalizations are unmarked). .

(continuation)

Sessio'n (Channel,A)

37. J : vocalization (D)

38. Motherf .1 (cluck)
.2 Stick your tongue out?
.3 (cluck, cluck, .cluck)
.4 Oh, J. , look.

Commentary '(Channel'B)

Active alert state looking_
at mothery J supine in
portacrib

Mother sticks out her
tongue

. 5 (cluck)

.6 Looky

.7 (cluck
39. J vocalization (D) soft; active alert state
40. Mother: .1 Will ya do that?

.2 (cluck, cluck)

.3 Gel your old.tongue Mother pouche J 's

tongue and he protrudes to
4 Where is'your tongue? her finger reflexively
5 Where is your tongue?
6 IL's in there, isn't it?
.7 1 sce it.

41. J vocalization (U) J. 's left fist to
. mouth

Mother.: .-1'0n, what's Chat?'
.2 A fingcr? (Laughs)
.3 You smile aWfully big.
.4 Ya smile awfully big.'
. c; 'How 'come you have such

a big mouth?-
.6 'Such ct . little baby.

Mother touches J 's

fingers

14



. As shown in Table 1, a pebliminary toding system was
developed to classify utterances produced,by the parent an4
by the infant.

Table

a

Preliminary classification of infant and paYent
utterancesIfor recordings made in the-infant
laboratory

10

A. Infant.
1..Spontaneot

a. Directed
b. UndiroctEd
c. .Undetermined

. Imitative
a., Self-imitation
b. Reciprocal imitative

(1).iio alteration: prosodic and/or phonetiC featUre
similarity

(2) Uhonetic alteration: including segmental features,
suprasegmental fedtures,,reductionand/or ex-

pins
(3) Lexical and syntactic alteration

B. Parent (mother or father)
1. Spontaneous
2. Reciprocal imitative

a. No alteration (prosbdig,phonetic_simi1arity)
b. Alteration

(1) Phonetic and/or syntactic expansion
(2) Phonetic and/or syntactic reduCtion

3. Self-imitation (self-repetition)
a. No alteration
b. Lexical alterat.ion
c. Syntactic alteration
d. Phonetic alteration
e. Combination lJ

C. Reciprocal nonimitative (two part)
1. Parent-initiated (Parent/child).,
2. Child-init'iated (Child/parent)

D. Interdctive
1. Parent initiated (Parent/Child/Parent)
2. Child initiated (Child/Parent/Child)

Theinfant's utterances.were,first classified,as Spontaneous
or Imitative. Within the former class; the utterance was
further ci2crihod Dirocted if the child- was in vistiar con-
tact with IL. C;ci,c2 hcAlavior is felt to be an important
sign of aiirta(11 (Be11, 1)74; Stern, 1974b; Korner, 1974) and
orienting (Rhetwjotd, 1964; .Sokolov, 1963) which providt4S in-
formation to tho par'ent.r:2qarding the infant's preferenCes and

15
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capacitie (Blauvelt and Mcienna, 1961), When the infant's
vocalizat en. was' not acco "Fnied by visual contact with the
parent, it was classified s An Undirected response; however,-
if the c ild Was' gazing at an object or location/in the room,
this was/ usually specified. An utterance was classified_as
UndeterM ned if the dire.ction'of gaze'cOuld not e obserVed.
Due to t e level of activ'ty in the laboratory ding redord-
ing seSSions, it was decio;ed that further classi ication of
tqteran es could better be accomplished at a later time. The
classif cation systeM is .till being revised concurrent with
the deS gn of specific s 'studies within the major investi-
gation. 1

4. Developmental Evaluations:

were c
and S
The p
tion
of pu

/a. Audiometri Testin : Audiological examinations
nducted periodic lly within the_Department *of .Audidlogy
ech Sciences und r the supetvision of Dr. Carl Binnie.
incipal form.of.e amination initially involved)observa-
f the children's esponses to free'field presentation
e tones, speeCh .nd noise at varying levels (HL;ANISIY,.

1
)1.

Ps cholo Lcal Testin i The Bayley Scales of
Info t Development (Bo ley, 1969) were administered to the
infa ts at 8, 16 and 2 months of age by A developmental psy-
chologist. The Menta Scale was administered forMakly ac-
comocnied by informal observat).qc of motor developmept. The
Sta ford-Binet Test o Inte1114ence (Terman and Merrill, 1960)
was administered tot. o of the children who exceeded the ceil-
ing for the Baylay atj their 24-month examination. Results of
tes ing-were made av ilable_tothe'princ4a1 investigator and
to he parents.

C. Data Reduction

1, Home Audio Recordings

Based on conservatiVe average estimates, each family
p oduced approximately 41/2 hog* of recording every two weeks'
resulting in 936 hours of home.tapes for the four families.
ver the two years. The foutth child has not yet reached ha.s
econd birtY;day. 1(3. date, a total of 324Yhours of home re,,
ordings/have been reduced and numerically coded by,the prin-
Cipal investigator and fully transcribed. This total includes
reduction for one child through the frst year (117 hours), ,
reduction for one child through '44 we s'of age (99 houts),
and reduction for tWo children throu 24 weeks of age L108

' hours).

2. Home and Laboratory Recordings - Developmental Master

4

Tapes

To examine changes in the-features of infant vocaliza-
/tion, 'Master Developmental Recordings for/ the first"2.4 weeks
.of life'have been prepqred for each infant from a combination
of Home Master Recordings aS specified in the previous section
and laboratory recordings. The infant's utterances were

.
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isolated from context for these tapes and the following in-
formation,accompanied every utterance: (1) source - home or'
laboratory; (2) original numerical code number; (3) date of
recording; (4) age of the child in weeks and days; (5) whether
the infant was alone or with people;"if, another, person

,

preSent, this was indicated; (6). preliminary descriptioly of
the features of the vocalization or transcription; and (7)
additional special comme*s; These sequential tapes have'
been used in some of the studies to be reported in subsequent
sections of this report.

0
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IV. RESEARCH STATUS: STUDY OE THE/INFA

13

A, StudY I: Fundameptal fr quency c araeteristics of infant
inondiseress vcálizatior during the first tWenty-
,
four weeks 14tin, M.A. and Horii, Y.)

. Introduötion

In spoken language, variations in fundamental-frequency
(F ), the7acoustic correlate of vocal fold-vibration, serve a
liRguistic*contrastiVe function. Although numerous individualS
have indicated .that intonation is ohe of the ,ptst aspects of
-the.infant's-vocal behavior which shows phonetic drift,.i. é.,
language-spcific features (Lewis, J951 Lieberman, .1967;
Menyuk and Bernholtz,.1969, Nakazima; 1962). empirical support
is meager. In addition, the literature \is raught-with con-
fusion,' as different investigator.s employing the same termin-

..

ology, mix levels of descriptiOn. Lehiste (1970) exemplifies
the linquist's use.of the te/rms tone and intonatiOn to indi-
cate contrastive function co Fo at the word level and at the.

,

.*ntence level respectively. Tonkova-Yampol'skaya (1969/1973)
speaks of/the "intonational pattern of cry" and the "intona-
tion-of discomfort (p. 31). Both should be considered in 're-
lation to fundamental- frequency contour and emotional
expression, a realm of paralinguistic features (Crystal,..1975)
for the adult and nonlinguistic features for'the preverbal
child. Description of the evolution of this prosodibfeature '
necessitates examination of- F0 characteristics displayecrby
infants- throughout the major 'period of phonological-develop-

,

meht.

Variations in fundamental frequency-are a reflection bf
complex interactions- among peurological, anatomical-phYsi'blogical,

and.parafinguistic factors (Lehiste, 1970; Bollinger,
1964;.Ohman, r967; Crystal, 1975). From the standpoint of the
infant, we need to copsider inbreasing cortical control over
vocal output (Delack, 1975; Tonkova -YampOl'skaya, 1969) during
the deVelopMental period which eventuallY results in _his ability
to-match hear0 pitch variations, to formulate and test hypoth-
eses regarding linguistically-contraStive contours., but much
earlier, to reproduce vocal patterns which intrigue bim. For
example, prior to six months, inkants appear to explore the
extent of the pitch range their vocal'folds are capable of pro- ,

ducing. They exhibit concentrated periods of high-pitch squeals
411, an'd low growling ',sounds (Zlatin, 1975).

The anatomical and physiologica2 factors=which influence
speaking fundamental frequency are most extensive. They include
size and Ahape of.the phonatory apparatus, tension of the vocal
folds, subglottic pressure, ,lingual articulatory gestures, and
coupling of the larynx to. the mócal tr.4ct (Lehiste, '1970).
During the fir:it year of life; there Sre major alterations of
both the strut:Lures and structLiral relationships in thp human
vocal tract. As the larynx descends away froth the hasbpharynx
'(Liebrman, 1)73'; llast, 1970), changes in consistency and shape
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as well as rapid growth in size are manifest (Kirchner, 19701
Wind, 1970). Vocal fold length almost doubleS (3 mm at birth
to 5:5 mm at one year). Concomittantiy, there is differential
enlargement of the pharyngeal area and increasing muscular-
'stability (Bosma, Truby.and Lind, 1965). Respiratory rates-
decrease throughout the first year with increasing thoracic
participaton and organization of movement in conjunction with
phonatoryInctivity (Langlois, Wilder and Baken, 1975).

One of the earliest-descriptiOnseOf Fo characteristics
.for infants was provided by Fairbanks-(1942). 'He examined
hunger. cries exhibited-by One child during the first four months
bf life and found a Progressive increase in mean Fo from an

-
initial frequency of 373 Hz to 585 Hz. With the advent of the
sound specrograph,- Lynip (1951) conducted a stUdy of the
acoustic features associated with vocalizations displayed by.

:one infant from birth through 56 weeks. He made perj.odic refer-
.' ence to fundapeptal frequency characteristics.

Sheepard and Lane (1968), analyzed prosodic features-ex-
hibited.by .two infants from-birth'to five months of age. No
real fluc:Wations of Fo within samples during this period was
shown. -.Vocal behavior was sampled at specified times during
the" day when the j_nfants were in a "good recording environment".
(p. /8) During the neonatal period, the infants were periodi-
cally placed in pr:ivate rooms,in the hospital, and ,at home,

J. samples were collected when the infant was in a plexiglas
Crib. From the description, these tido children were always re-
corded alone. In addition., various .types of vocal behavior in-

:.cluding cry or distress sounds and-noncry vocalization were
collapsed for purposes of analysis. Although the authors do
not specifically state that this procedure was used, their in-
terpretation of the high fundamental frequencies displayed by
-the infants indicated that this was the.case. Other studies
have rather consistently. revealed higher Fo charaCteristics
in assoCiation with cry (Lenneberg, Rebelsky and Nichols,1965;
,Liles, et al., 1974; Prescott, 1975; SWope, et al., 1975).

To da6e, the most extensiveanalySis. of fundamental fre-1
Hquency chamcteristicS was conducted by Delack (1975;,Delack
and Fowlow, 1975) who examined over 11,000 noncry Utterances
exhibited b 19 infants during the first year of life. A range
of' nondistress vocalizations was sampled in varying conditions.
From spectrographic analysis, the findings indicated tKat the,
children showed a relatively stable mean value around.355 Hz
during this period with a progressive increase of within-
utterance range- Results additionally showed a sex differ-ence
in,that females exhibited a higher mean Fo than males, al-
though.overlap was indicated for mean values when variability
was taken,into account (Delack, personal communicat44.). This
surprising finding was also shown reCently in a study of cry
behavior during LI-12 first 13 weeks of life (Swope, et al, 1975).
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In contra$t with th very early investigation conductAid by Fair-
banks (1942), Swope, et al. found that Fo decreased 'over the

'

first two months.

Within the context of this longitudinal inVestigation of
phonological development, the purpose of the present study was
to examine the fundamental frequency characteristics of non-
distress vocalizations exhibited:by four infants during the
first 24 weeks' of life.

2. Method
f 1

The Developmental Master Tape recordings for each of the .

.four infants were subjected to audio scrutiny.* -From the sample
of 1753- utterances derived 'from the first 24 weeks of observa.-, :

tion, 787 nondistress, nopvegetative vbcalizatiohs were seledted
for acoustic analysis. Utterances were rejected when' signal-.
te-noise ratio was.unacceptable,'when another pergon vo lized
simu1taneous17, and when duration.was less than 200 mse . ,FOr
eaeh utterance, the infant's alge in weeks, source of recording
(home or laboratory), and sitAtional context were coded.

The signals were quantized through an analog-to-digital
Converter with'14-bit accuracy and.stored on magnetic tape.
Waveform.data, sampled t a rate of 10,000 times/second, was
used to obtain periodb period Fo melody plots (Figure 2).
In addition to duration i4hich was hand-calculated, the follow,,
ing decript.i've statisti s lor each utterance were computed:
(1) frequency range in 41z, (2) mean .F0 in Hz, ,(3) standard
deviation in Hz, (4) standard deviation in semitones; (5) median
Fo in Hz, (6) mode. in Hz, (7) C5.7 value in Hz of the 5th per-
centile, (8) C.95 value in Hz of 95th percentile,. and (9)
range between C5 anci C95 in semitone8.

Each melody plot was subsequently checked for possible
octave errors with 45-cycle narrow-band,spectrographic.displays
(Voiceprint, 700 Series). An error rate of approximately 12%
was associated with four factors. These included utterances
.where the infant's Fo exceeded the specified range, requiring
redigitization of the signal, instances Whex'e the infant ex-
hibited abrupt shifts in fundamental frequency 'generally within
less than 100 msec, instances where two fundamental modes of
vibration were evidenced, and utterances assoCiated with the

N'
presence of subharmonics,. Correction procedures were instituted .

and new descriptive statisticS derived.

3.'Results

The analysis ot mean Fo, or pooled data Collapsed into
four-week intervals indicated that the infants displayed .little
variation in fundamental frequency. The descriptive statistics

*Refer to Section III for subject selection, data collection,
and data reduction procedures.

2 0



'igure 2. Fo contour (melody,plot): Infant J., 3 week's 2days,

undirected vocalization; inf1ect4d,egressive vocalic

type; Mas.ter Home Tape'I, #10, infant alone in crib.
.
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for the means, plotted in Figure 3, are presented in Table 2.
The mean for the period of study was 335 with a range from 317

Table 2. Measures of central tendency, and variability for funda-
mental frequency characteristics of four infants from
one to tventy-four weeks. o'

interval Mean F
o

F
o

Mode F
o

s.
(weeks)

X s.d.- 3Z. s.d. X s.d.

Hz s.d. SeMitoneg

s.d:.

(1-4) 317 38.2 319 38.2 329 48.0 38.8 15.2 2.24 0.95

(5-8) 338 40.8 338 39.9 344 43.3 27.7 13.5 1.40 0.6-6

III
(9-12) 338 40.1 337 40.9 346 43.6 31.2 15.2 1.63 0.79

(13-16) 339 41.7 341 41.6 346 44.8 30.4 15.5 1.57 p.71

V
(17-20) 337 43.3 339 43.8 349 50.4 33.3 14.5 1.74 0.75

VI
(21-24) 342 51.5 341 53.8 356 62.5 37.8 18.0 1.94 0.84

to 342 Hz. Because,of the variability evidenced, it was desirable
to examine whether the mean Fo values were a valid reflection of
Fo characteristics,. As.Ishown in Table 3, high correiations were'

Tab Intercorrelation matrix for measures of Fo character-
'istics displayed by four infants during the first,
twenty-four weeks of life.

Dur. Low Fo High Fo Mean Median Mode C5 C95 s.d.Range s.d.
Hz (smt) smt.

Ddr. -.33 -.01 .04 -.03 .12 -.12 .18 .30 .32 .29

Low Fo .64 .62 .41 .90 .44 -.59 -J32 -.83

High Fo '.51 .52 .54 .28, .57 .54 ..14 .21

Mean .99 .94 .86 .93 ,-.04 -.24 -.34

Median .94 .83 .91 -.02 -.22 -41'

Mode .68 .92 .19 .01 L.08

C5 -.6
C95 .24 .06 -.05

s.d. Hz .88 .92

Range .97
(smt) ,
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\ achieved between measures of central tendency. FOr all four irr-
fants, mean and median values were quite consistent with each

Otheri
iviodal values nded to be slilitly'higher.

,
r Although th e waS li.ttlq.alteration in mean Fo, deve;pp--,

°mental Changes were nOted in du2ation.and. within-utterancerange
and variability. These two meabures-show partllel patterns
through tle first 24 weekLas depicted inXiguie,4. Descriptive
statistics for'the range.measures presenW in Table 4. 'High °

positive cbrrelattions were ,found between rarte.and variability./
Correlations foroinfants ere .93, .93, ..97, and .79. Furthei",more:,
eachof the .fbur cfirldren showedia decrease of withift-utteran'ce
range and variability from Interval I to II. Individual variation,
which will be discussed, typified intervals II, IV, and-V with.all
fOur children evidencing a xise in both parameters between 21 and
24 weeks- (from Interval V to VI). Although the Correlations-were
not as'high for duration, there were positive relationships;

Table 4. Fundamental freqency rang characteristics for foU'r
infants' at 4-wee1-intervals. Variables include lowest
within-utterance fundamental frequency (LF0), hiqpest
within-utterance fundamental frequency (HF0); frequency
of tjae 5th percentile. (C5), frequency of the 95th per-
centile (C95), and range ig semitones betWeen C5 and
C95 (R,., ).

L5-C95
.10

LF
o

HF
5

c
95

RcS_C95(smt.)
InterNIal
(weeks) s.d. X s.d. X s. . X s.d. X s.d.

(1-4) 217, 62.2 412 75.9 251 49.0 372 54.0 6.89 3.15 '

(5-8) 266 50.0 408 69.8 294 40.5 381 58.5 4.34 ' 2.15

III
(9-12) 247 52.7 410 63.3 285 43.6 382 '53.7 5.07 2.58

'Iv
(13-16) 252 48.4 413 .72.9 286 41.4 283 '56.7 4.94 2.34

ee- V
(17-20) 239 49.7 423 76.2 281 44.5 383 55.8 5.33

FUrther pnalysis of the variables related to within-
utterance range revealed a high positive correlation (r=.68) be-
tween,C5 and. C95. This indicated,that, not only did the children
vary with ,4)ect to the range. itself as shown in.the previous
analysi', but also, they tended to move the 't,otal range silipltane-
ously for any given utterance up and down the frequency.domain.

-2.5
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a
Although the correlations between C5 and C95 were positie for all.
four infants, those evidenced by the two females were higher
(rcs_C95= .78 and :50) than those for the tfao maleg (rc5.-095=.34
arid .12).

Pooled data reported thus far tends tomask the variations
in fundamental frequency for individual infants over the period
studied. Mean Fo characteristics for each infant are didplayed
in Figure 5. The observed patterns and weekly dhanges are in-
eluded in the fo2lowing secition..

.?

J (Table 5): Sampling of utterances for J began at three
weeks at which time his mean Fo was 315 Hz (s.d. 20.1). At 4
weeks, he evidenced a sharp rise to 3,85 Hz_followed by a.drop
through 9 weeks to 305 Hz. Two subsequent peaks occurred at 13
and 23 vieeks with a mean Fo.of 380 and 385 respectively. With the
exception of these two intervals, Fo varied about J's overall mean
of 341 Hz (s.d. 21.74) for the sampling period. The lowest mean
Fo at 20 weeks of 314 Hz was associated with a high" preponderance
of low-pitched growl-like Sounds of longer duration than most utter-
ances sampled. These dominated his vocalizations during that period.
J's within-utterance range closely paralleled his mean Fo data with
few exceptions. That is, ramie showed a pattern of dropping' from
4 to 6 weeks from 6.65 semitones to 2.86 followed.by a progreSsiv
increase to 7 semitones at weeks 12,and 13., J's within-utterance
range decreased'to 5 semitones which was maintained through 18
weeks. The period between 18 and 24-weeks showed an increase in
range to a high of 10.71 semitones at 22 weeks of age. Results
of the-correlation ahalysis indicated that as the upper limitsl,in-
c5ieased, J expanded his range (rHF0- Rsmt=-7e) tereby increasing
the variability...(rHF0-s.d.smt=.64).

m (Table 6): Sampling of fundamental frequency for M, be-
ginning at 4 weeks, showed a'rise in- mean Fo from an initial value
of 351 Hz (s.d..50.6) to a peak at 9 weeks (397 Hz, s'.d. 39.0). Range
dropped frbm a mean of 5.63 semitones to around 4 semitones during
this period. M's mean Fo and range followed simiiar patterns
showing little change between 9 and 19 weeks. Average.F0 va4ues
were between'333 and 367 Hz. From 19 to 21 weeks, M's mean Fo
showed4a drop to 316 Hz followed by a sharp ri.se to 415 Hz (s.d.
62.1)- as M began to experiment with high-pitched squeals of
greater average duration.than other Utterances.' The abence of
samples at 24 weeks reflected a predominance of lbw-pitched growl-
ing soudidd which were generally aperiodic. These were associated
with cbnsiderable,turbulance or noise in the signal'prohibiting
analySis. Throughout the period sampled, Fo rangpd from a low of
250 to a high of 467 Hz with a mean of 358 (s.d. 23.33).

a,
A (Table 7Y: A'S 'mean overall fundamental, frequency for

the-entire period tended to be somewhat higherthan that of the
other thre .children. Her range extended from 210 to 568 Hz with
a mean *of 373 (s.d. 30.93). Sampling began during the first week
at which time A :6h6wE:3 a mean Fo of 338 Hz. A subsequent rise to .
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Tables. Fundamental frequency characteristics,for J (male) over the first 24 weeks

of life,'

Interval

(weeks)

Low F
o

High Fo Mean F0 C5 C95. Range (smt.

-Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d., Mean s.d. Mean s.d. . Mean s.d.

. 232 7.7 445 89.1 335 33.6 268 44.9 386

(1-4)

II 255 2.3 410 51.6 338 27.2 286 26.2 374

(5-8)

213 3 3 409 67.3 330 41.3 267 44.5 379

(9-12)

IV 246 1.4 421 70.5 348 46'.8 285 45.7 395

(13-16)

V . 230 3.6 436 68.6 344 40.6 277 49.7sv 394

(17-20)

VI 224 47.8 468 68.3 366 49.2 276 53.1 435

(21 24)

32.4

31.7

56.7

68.6

49.0

68.7

6.38. 2.71

4.53 1.35

6.04 2.71

5.76' 2.28

6.28 2.61

7.85 3.76

A

29

n.)

30
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Table 6. Fundamental frequency characteristics for M (female) over the'first 24'weeks

of life.

Interval ,Low.F0 High io Mean Fo C5 C95 Range (-s-mt)

(weeks) Mean s.d% Mean s.d. Mean s.d Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean 8.d.

270 44.8 458 60.2 ,351 50.6 '295 44.3 411 62 7 5.63 ' 1.38

(1-4)
6'

II 301 47.2 432 60.3 365 35.9 317 368 411 52.9 4.40 '2.05

(5-8)

III 294 37.6 '440 58.0 359 26.4 3116 23.1 407 51.0 '4.23 2.46

(9-12)

IV 272 21,6 412 71.2 340 28.8 'n3 26.6 377 41.1 3,70 1.42

(13-16)

V . 278 40.5 444 71.0 363 45.2 309 47.5 416 61.6 5.01: 2.80'

(17-20f

VI 270 35.9, 448 75.2 378 63.7 304 34.6 430 73.8 5,.81 2.19

(21-24)

0

32



Table 7. Fundamental frequency characteristics for A (female). over the first 24 weeks

of life.

Interval

(weeks)

4

Low F
o

High Fo :Mea Fo C5 C95 Range (smt)

Mean , s.d. Mean .s.,d. 'Mean/ s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean Is.d.

(1-4)

II

.(5-8)

III

(9-12)

IV

(13-16)

V

(17-20)

VI

(21-24)
L

4F-----7-'
,

\

294 , 0.0 454 0.0 338 0.0 294 0.0 433 0.00 s'6.60 0.0

391 54.3 42. 58.4 4376 30.6 338 29.1 56.3 3.81 2.08

276 45.6 425 57.2 357 36 1 399 31.0

.424

397 48.6 4.26 2.08

266 54.2 456 63.3 370 33.2 30 43 8 A20 46.4 5..44 2.78

.

245 58.9 465 68.8' 366 35.1 306 43.0 416 35,.2 4.97 1.78' 4/

.

255 41.1 442 57.6 356 34.2 300 / 40.3 410 .47.2 5.44 2.23

I
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375 Hz through .5 weeks of age was main-tained through the 7th week,.
followed,by a decrease to 341 Hz at 10 weeks. 'Within-utterance
range showed a decrease from an initial value of 6.60 seritones
at Week 1 to 3.36 at Week 6 followed by a rising trend tkrough 15
weeks at which time the value was 6.51.semitones. A!s Fo char-
acteristics Varied about her mean value with peaks at 16 and 20
weeks 397 and 402 Hz. The latter was assodiated'with a higher
proportion of high-pitdhed squeals which dominated her vocaliza-
tions as shown for M.previously.' The following week, A 'plaYed'
in-a,lower portion of her frequency range reSulting in a mean Fo
of, 341 Hz (s.d. 32.6). The final tWo weeks of sampling shoWed
that A's vocalizations were typified by values closer to her
overall mean. These were 366. and 372 Hz reSpectively. Within-
utterance range varied between 4.9 and 5.7 semitones between 1E3
and 24 weeks, From the-individual correlation analyses, A showed
the strongest rlationship between duration and range C5 and'Cg5
in semitones (r dur-Range= .69). Longer utterances were 41so as-

.

sociatecUwith.greater variability (rdur s d Hz=.17).
G (Table 8 ): The youngest*child in the study evidenced

a consistentW lower mean Fo in,coMparison to the other infants
throughout the first 24 weeks. Fundamental frequency ranged
from 185 to 469 Hz with a mean of 307 (s.d. 15.03). At Week 1,
G's mean Fo Was 315 Hz (s.d. 12.1). For fourteen of the 24 weeks,
G's mean Fo was less thap 305 Hz aropping to the lowest values at
1 and,23 weeks respectively. The highest mean.Value obtained was

at 4 weeks (335 Hz, s.d. 21.0). F's within-utterance.range tended
to follow that of the other three children throu'gh 18 weeks with
the exciption of this widest-range evidenced at 3 weeks (8.14 semi-
tones,-s.d. 3.66) followed by a decrease through Week 8 (2.69 semi-
tones,.J..d. 1.38). 'Range, increased with peaks of 6 semitones at
11 and 12 weeks. Wider within-utterance range for G was also
associated with greater variability (Range-s.d..Hz=.59). Although
G's'mean fundamental frequency data was lower than that evidenced
by the other children, he did not differ from them in-relation 'to

physical measures ipicluding.wei,ght, length and head circumference.
The features which did differentiat.eG---fr-onithe otiler children
included a higher proportion of nasals in his vocalizations and
less phAlicai activity.

4. Discussion

The results of this study of vocal fundamental frequency pro-
files of four infants.during the first 24 weeks of life indicate
little developmental change in mean.F0 during this period when
data are pooled. _The overall mean Fo was 335 Hz, about 20 Hz
lower than that tf the infants studied by Delack (1975). The re-
sults of both investigations, however, may be eVen more similar
as-Ole measurements in the Delack study'were made from spectro-
graphic harmotic displavs; this technique is associated with a
range of.mea:mrement ..7rror in the realm of alcout 40 Hz. In the

).



Table 8: Fundamental frequency characteritics for G'(male) over thefirst 24 weeks

of life.

interval

(weeks)

Low F0

Mean s.d.

High Fo

Mean s.d.

I ,; 201 54 3 395 71.5

(1),4)

II 243 38.5 374 69.3

(5-4

226 31.4 359 33.0

(9-12)

IV 31.6 ..373 58.2,

(13-16)

,234

V 231 34.9 3861. 74.5

(17-20)

VI 211 39.5 378 72.4.

(21-24)

Mean Fo C5

Mean

307

308

304

,310

309

294.

s.d. Mean

30.8 237

27.2 267

19.8 , 252.

28.1 263'

29.9 267

27.3 245

C95 Range (smt)

s.'d Mean s.d.

44.2 360 49.8

25,9 349 51.1

32.2 342 29.6

27.8 3,48 42.2

24. 347, 44.6

30.4 33 35.8,

Mean s.d.

7.23 3.44

4.49 2.47

5.27 2.51

4.69 1.93

4.41 1.73

5.40' 2.20

I.

,

,

P

4
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.present study, individual variation in each of the measures was
dbscured when averaged as mean data; in, addition, we acknowledgel
the limitation that the number of children NOWded in:this anal-
ysis was small.

Duration of utterances dig show a developMental pattern
tending to parallel within-utterance range and variability..
-There was a decrease in these measures from Interval'I. (1-4 weeks)
to Interval II (5-8 weeks) followed by a progressive gradual in-
crease through 20 weeks. The conclusions egarding the first and .

last intervals, however, must be regardeda. tentative as rela--
tively foaer utterances were available for an lysis. which may
have resulted in greater excursions from the mean. With respect
to duration and range, we would agree with Delack (1975)-that )
these two time frames.are at feast partially independent. In-
creasing duration-of utterances reflects alt'érations of both
physiological Niariables such as respiration (Langlois, et al.,
1975), as well as features of infant vocalization. 'The import-
ance of regarding the characteristics of infiant v6cal behavior
within a somewhat different frame of reference froM that of the
adult speaker or even a zspolig child who has reached a stage of

l
producing linguistically. meaning 1 utterances is highlighted by
the apparent independence of the i °variables. Although there ap-
pears to be no evidence to support the notion that variations in
Fo are associated With length of linguistic utterances, with the
possible exception of stress (Lehiste, 1970), the children in the
present investigation did show such a positive relationship.

Differences in the.findings among studies of infant funda.u-
mental frequency characteristics are related to two major vari-
ables. These are sampling and measurement techniques employed.
With respect to.sampling, it is now evident that longitudinal
paradigms are preferred.over cross-sectional designs to examine
the nature of.thange (Gifbert,'1970).- Representativenest of ,

.sampling is a constant concern as vocal behav,ior diSplayad-by
.the infant potentially varies ie.rith the social situation ha is
in, that is, whether he is alone or with others, with environ-
mental variab1es such as sound, light, temperature, swaddling,
ec. (Wolf,(1963; Backbill, 1973; Korner, 1972, 1974), with his
state and activity level,,and with stage of 'development.

A number of investigators have found variations in infant
Vocal behavior depending on social context'Weisberg, 1963;
Rheingold, 19631. The findings of two studies (Delack, 1975;
Nakazima, 1972) are cons,istent in that infants showed the highest
frequency of vocalizations produced when alone between 6.and 7 ,

months.of Age. From our awn preliminary observations, the infants
participating in the present longitudinal investigation also,ap-
oeared to produce differential vocal behavior depending on the
social context. This was particularly apparent for one child
who tended,to utter a higher propoetion of undifferentiated
sounds during longhlocriods of play alone in his crib at 3 months..

2.
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Upon hearing his mother's voice as she came down the hall toward
his room, he emitted a series of vocalizations that would have'
been classified as predominantly syllabic in nature .(Zlatin,
1975).

Variations in fundamental frequency characteristic's dis-
,

played by infants may reflect not only specific localized changes ,
in intratracheal pressure and' muscle tone (Hast, 1966),, but also
more generalized alterations in muscular tension and activity-
levels. If'F0 is associated with muscular tension of the whole
body in the adult. (Bollinger, 1964),.we NOuld,expect potentially
greater ipterdependence in the very youn,fi child. The regultant'
Fo fluctuations may be.associated with different infant states,
as the vocal folds respond synergistically to alterations,in
body tension' and activity levels. Infant state_is not regarded .
as a continuum, but as reflecting qualitatively different con-
ditions and different internal organization (Wolff, 1963). Wolff
(1972) describeS N s.tates frrom r,egular deep sleep through crying
or distress. Failure to differentiate among the,types of vocaliza-
tion emitted by the infant in different.States results in inflated
Fo values. particularly when cry and noncry utterances are col-
lapsed as in the study conducted bys Shepperd and Lane (1968).. Vari-
ations ylmong cry studies may reflect different.surroundin4 stimulus
conditions. Samples of cry have been secured:when the infant was
-judged to be hungry (Fairbanks, 1942) when his foot'had been flicked
or snapped with a rubber band (Karelitz and Fisichelli, 1962), when
his hair had been pulled (Ringel and-Kluppel, 1964) or when he was 1,

physically restrained (Swope, et al., 1975), etc.' Although Murai
(1961) indicated that noncry vocalizations are less state and situa-
tion bound than cry, this has yet to be'empirically validated. ,

Fundamental frequency has been._ shown to be higher when an
organism is evited (Bollinger, 1964). Excitement may not only
be a physiological and emotional,state (Bollinger, 1964), but
also, for the infant, may refleCt underlying cognitive operations.
Kagan (1969) postulated that infant vocalizatidns.are often a-
manifestation of excitement which are generated Idy the child as
he processes moderately discrepant stimuli. Results of research
conducted by Zelazo, Kagan and Hartmanh-(1975), furthermore, tie-
vealed that females appear to be more predisposed than males to
'express excitemen through vocal behavior. These 'Combined specu-
lations and ind4,iL1gs may coneribute to our interpretation of a
tendency for fem les in both the present study and that of Delack
(1975) to eviden e higher Fo characteristics: Failure to find
sex differ nces forlder children with resPect,to Fo may reflect
greater in ependence of laryngeal musculature (Weihberg and Zlatin,
1970). Comparison of Ehe two males appears to clarify,and offer
preliminary confirmation of the hypothesized relationship between
'F0 and seate or activity levels. J was judged to be the more
active of/the two malaps and his fundamental frequency character-
istics weve more 110 those o& the fethales, than -were G's. The
latter male, as previously indicated, was the least active infant
of tlie four, and appeared tp.procoss information predominantly

-4
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through theevisual modality throughout the first year. Quieting
to the presentation of stimuli was most frequent for this infant,
The varying bebavioral profiles and consequent individual differ-
ences among'infants needs to-be considered when examining any
aspect of developmental behavior (Crystal, 1973). /

Although length of utte4rance, duration of respiratory. cycles
.:

and type of utterancehave been considered in relation to funda.
mental frequency variations (Sheppard andLane, 19681 Stark, Rose
and McLagen, 1915), na attention haS been given to articulatory

.

..,features associated, with changes in quality and, patteTns of-vocal-
izatiori whic'h vary with the infant's stag of development during
the firStyear.; In the presentk study, high Fo peaks after the
first interval.(the first four wceks) were often associated with
,concentrated periods of high-pitched squ'ealing. For some infahts,
weeks characterized by relatively low Fo were associated with ex-
ploration, of the contrating end of the frequency domain, i.e,

.A.oW-pitched growls. Variatiops in the number.and types of seg-
ments within utterances may also contribute. to Fo fluctuations.
For example, Ladefoged (1967) indicated that Fo is lowered when
resistance of the vocal tract impedance is increased, Nasals,
which are classified as approximants and are associated with
,greater constriction.of the-suPraglottal tract than vowels were
more'dbmihant in the vocalizationA0of the two males, particularly,
G. Although hot yet'subjected to 'direct sCrutiny, it appears.that

,...4. ,: supraglottAl articulatory actiO_ty may potentially coh2stitute an
additional'source of variation with-re4ect to studies of infant

., fundamental,freclueney characteristics. .

.

f.

The second, major source'of variation in infant studies of
fUndamental frequency involve measurement teChniques or procedures

,

f4
employed to extract Fo as well as a aptations which.need to be made
to handle the ideosyncratic features which characterize infant.
vOcalization. The.two' major means o measuring Fo include time
domain and frequency domain analyses. , In the latter procedure,
the fuhdaMental frequency is determined fripm spectral displays
of harmonic structure which tend to be more subject to measurement
error. The technique employed in the present.investigation in-
volved computer extraction of Fo by means of a peak-picking pro-

_
gram yielding a period-by-period analysis. The program, originally
designed to analyze adult conversation, had little difficulty,

7handIing continaously periodic signals. Instances where utter-
ances were' less than 200 msec in duration, at timeS,.ptesented
problems; Most short utterances were characterized by some.
aperiodicity of the signal and abrupt,shifts of Fo. The program
trieS to make use of 'past Fo history' within an utteranae. by

- the time Fo level to be tracked was, estimated, the utterance had
terminated.

Although Stark, Rose and McLagen (1975) felt that abrupt
'shifts in Fo weye primarily reflective of sudden chan/es in vocal
fold tension, tho high prevalence of 'glottal stops in infant
vocalization, sUpraglottal Constriction activity, and sudden
changes ia subglottic pressure may also play a role. Lehiste
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(1970) for example, found that, glottal stops tended to suddenly
-arrest rising Fo. Another aomewhat ideosyncratic-featttve of
infant vocalization is the.43resence of dysphonaltion 4iTruby and
Lind, 1965) which has been attribUted to'.two fUkidamental podes
of vibration. One usually_ corresponds,to ti*infants' typical

.(
fundamental whereas the second is,avoclated with a significantly
lower periodicitY. The phenomenon'zTh clearly, revealed*through
spectrographic analysis. When firt séeh by these invettigators,
the broadly-Spaced vertical striations present in the speetro-.
grams were thought,to be glottal fry,which has been obServed_in
utterances produced by these children. 13oq,Ma e1972) has de-
acribed multiple potential phonatory sites for the infant'includ-
ing the vocal folds, the a?yepiglottic'folds and even* the
ventricular folds. Pharyngeal Constriction:is another potential
source. An imperceptible drop.in amplitude is often concurrent*

-with the'presence'of dysphonation. P

Lehiste (1970) has noted that aubharmonics appear.,in the
presence of glottal fry in adult speakers. Dysphonation.and fry'
in the infant vocalizations did not,appear to be associated with
fheir presence. The source of the subharmonics for infant vocal-

,
.izations is 'currently unkno*n. .When encountered by the computer
program, an,..ocave error was noted. The program,'looks' for 'the
)stallest dl;Perence in harmonic.,prelations and calculates Fo: The
presence of-ubh'armoniresulted in frequency estimations which-
:were actually19ne-halt''Of the true value; In sote instances,
particUlarly'for the two females, the Fo range extended beyond'
the upper limits set by the program. When ti4s ocsiUrred, those
utterances were,, at that time, eli4inated from the analysis.
Therefere, the mean Fo values for A and M may be slight under-
est,imations. 1.18nger utterance duration was displayed by these
four infants,than.those indicated in other, studies (Delapk, 1975;
Murai, 1961). The difference'appears to be related to variations
irfmeasurément criteria dtployed. We foklowecithe principle of
measuring duration from continuous vocal samples, most of which
involved a single egressive flow or breath group (Lieberman,
1967). In some instances, multiple breath groups were measured,
potentially inflating the duration estimdtes: In addition,
these. infants produced multiple syllabic utterance's with pause4
which did wt. reflect an alteration of the'air stream direction,
but a cloa4te of the tract, most often .at the glOttia.

f

In conclusion, the fundamental frequency characteristics
of infants appear to be related to a number of variables which
'potentially-interact in a complex manner. High Fo in the infant
seems to reflect not only structural properties of the larynx(
but also physiological and aerodynamic alterations associated
with varying states. This hypothesis needs validation through
direct empirical observation. If the hypothesis is confirmed,
.we will be compelled to purtue the question involving identifi-
cation of that 17)riod in thc course of development when state
and vocalization become more. independent.

4 11
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B. Study II: Perceptual analysis of infant vocalization
during the first 24 weeks (Zlatin, M.A.)

1. Introduction

In an attempt to-answer the, question raised earlier
in relation to the features.of infantvocalization and how
they change over time, investig4tors are faced with two meth-
ledological problems. The first involves securing e;ctensive
samples of infant vocal behavior in varying condition's at'
different age lever's. The second problem involves descrip-
tive criteria employed. . A

In this study of evolving productive features, the
basic unit of analysis selected was the phonetic s?llable
(Davidsen-Nielsen, 1974). This unit is operationally de-
fined as a relative peak of sonorance characterized variably
by a rise in fundamental frequipncy, amplitude and duration.
Spectrographically, the phonetic syllable*is characterized .

by a well-definpd spectrum in the form of buzz-excited rela=
tively quasi-static formants. A perceptual study was con-
ducted to evaluate the choice of the syllable as a descriptive
unit for infant vocal behavior.

2. Method

One hundred phonational episodes excluding cry, dis-
comfort; and vegetative sounds were randomly selected from
the Master Developmental Tapes for each of.the four infants.
Six judges, who had varying degrees of experience in listeff-
ing to very young children ran4ing from extensive to minimal,
were trained to listen in an 'infant mode' to reduce the
biases imposed by past phonological experience. With train-
ing, a number of investigators have found more accurate and
consistent judgments of auditory features (Wasz-Hockert, et
al., 1964; Stark, Rose and Benson, 1974; Stark, Rose and"
MCLagen, 1975). Consistent with the training procedure's, in
the perceptual task, judges identified the syllabicity of_
the utterance (Syllabic., Nonsyllabic or Combined) and the
number of sonorant peaks perceived, if any, for 447 randomized
prodUctions. The judges also received training in an aidapted
form of segmental transcriptiOn (Table 9). This involved
differentiation' between vocalic types and 'constrictives.

Within the latter class, the subtypes were glottal
stops, glottal aspirates and supraglottal constrictives.
Variations in the latter category included glides and nasals.
Further training was done for phonatory, articulatory, and
resonatory qualities which tend to be somewhat ideosyncra 'd
to infant utterances. These included dysphonation, hype
phonation (Pruhy and Lind, 1956), glottal fry, nasalization
and saliva frict.On noise. Relative durational judgment.s
were also made.

4 2
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.Table 9. . Adapted segmental transcription notat:ion 'for re-
cording infant vocal,izations.

N4ation Phonetic F,paturei,

NS' nonsyllabic

V vocalic

glottal stop

glottal aspirate

supraglottal constrictive

G supraglottal-glide

nasal

N. syllabic nasal

additive nasal resonance as V
AA4 dysphonation

glottal fry or harsh quality.
'tr. hyperphonation

saliva constrictive; diacriti w. placed

above segmental variant(s)

brief duratlon

prolonged
411

In counterbalanced order, judges transcribed the tape
recordings freefield presented at a peak level of 80 dB SPL
(C-scale) via a tape loop repeater system (TEAC A1200-U
recorders, AP5 speaker., Dyilia-SCA 80 amplifier). In addition
to'interjudge reliability 'Tor syllabicity, number of sonorant
peaks and transcription, intrajudge reliability was also
computed for these variables. For intrajudge reliability,
10 randomly-selected utterances'for each infant were tran-
scribed posttest. . (#

4 3
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3. Results

Syllabification: As shown in Table la -results of-the
anaaysis for judgments. af syllabicity revealed a high percentage
of agreement and disagreement among the six listeners. The
sources of agreement and disagreement appeared to be rather
evenly distributed'amortg the four infants indicating that one
child was not more difficult to judge "Xhan another.

Table 101 Syllabification: Percentage of agreement among six
.trained judges for 447 utterances produced by four'
infants during the first twenty-four weeks of life,

NuMber of Total Agreement for Individual Infants
Judges Agreeing Agreement M J A

6 66 60
,

73 61 65
5 20 25 11 20 22
4 12 09 13 14 11
3 .04 06 03 05

Most'disagreement3 were associated with syllabic-utter-
.

ances being judged as nonsyllabic (42%) or as combined (40%). (

The primary sources of disagreement included utterances with
an extremely high fundamental frequency, with durations of less
than 200 msec, and prolonged utterances with a duration of the
vocalic portion greater than one second. At times the infants
initiated and/or terminated utterances with a voiced or par-
tially voiced (breathy) inspiration. Some listeners attended
to these portions of the utterance while other lidteners dis-
regarded this feature and attended only to the egressive phase
of the vocalization. This condition was not anticipated prior
to the conduct of the study, but will be considered in future
perceptual work. The listener with the most pri!of-exposure to'
infant vocalization accounted Tor the fewest diSa4reements
(2.5%), whereas the two most naive listeners accOunted for
52.5% of the disagreements in syllabification. These results,
indicated the need for more extensive and detailed training.

Sonorant Peaks: As shown in Table 11, reliability for
judgments of 'the number of perceived sonoraftt peaks was poorer
than that for syllabification. Nine long troublesome utterances,
discarded from the analysis because of extensive disagreement,
were characterized by extreme fluctuations of fundamental fre-
quency.

4 ,1
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Table 11. Peaks of Sonorance: Percentage of agreement
among six trained judges for447 utterances pro-
duced by four infantildurimg theffirst twenty-
four weeks of life..

if
Number of Total". Agreement for Individual Infants
Judges Agreeing Agreement M J A G

.
.

6 41 36 51 41 38
5 27 30. 22 24 31
4 18 26 16 12 17
3 12 06 21 12

Thus, high F0 confounds judgments of syllabicity and number
of sonorant peaks. Changes in manner, source, fundamental fre-
quency, amplitude and sonority appeared to contribute,in a
compliex manner, to perception of prominence. ,There seems to
be a relationoship between the designation of syllabicity in
the present investigation and a speculation offered by Menyuk
(1971) in her review of infant vocalization. In addition to
the variables mentioned above, Menyuk indicated that changes
in respiratory control, initiatory and offset phernomena, as
well as articulatory alterations,contribute to the perception
of infant utterances becoming more nadult-like". Study of
some of these interactions is currently in progress.

-r

Intrajudge reliability for syllabification was also
better than that for numbe Of..perceived peaks of prominence
(Table 12). Detailed anal is of the segmental transcription
showed that alteration .of s Iable structure accounted for
15% of the disagreements. This included instances where a
listener added or deleted an entire syllable (11%), ipanged a
previously identified syllable to nonsyllabic (2%), or changed
a nonsyllabic to a syllabic (2%). Other sources of disagree-.
ments in transcription included alteration of constrictives
(26%), alteration of nasals .(11%), and addition, deletion or
alteration of glottal stops and aspirates (54%).

Table 12. Intrajudge reliability: Percent of agreement for
.43 infant utterances on syllabicity and number of
perceived peaks of.sonorance,

Total
1 2

Individual,Listeners
63 4 5

Syllabicity 94.2 :WO 93 95 91 91 95

Peaks . 8348 95 86 70 91 77 84

4 5
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Results of this study indicated that the syllaple is
viable perceptual Unit for analysis gf infant utterances.

Judgments of peaks of prominence appear to be somewhat less
reliable °than those made for syllabicity. Furthermore, when
listeners receive extensive specialized exposure to infant
vocalizatiop,a respectable degree of inter- and intrajudge
reliability can be aChieved. Specific features of infant
vocalization which. present difficulty in this type of per-
ceptual task include high and/or fluctuating fundamental'
frequency and extended duration of vocalic patterns.

C. Study III: Correspondence between perceptUal,judg-
Ments and acoustic atttibutes.for selected
infant vocal behaviors during the.first
24 weeks 7- a preliminary study (Zlatin,
M.A.)

1.kIntroduction: -Evolving an acceptable:valid descrip-
tive system has.00nstituted a major methodological problem'in
studies of infant vocalization. A system which includes anal-
ysis of both percptual and acoustic-attributes appears to be
the most satisfactory (Crystal, 1975). A first approximation
to a useful descriptive system involves, :then,a choice Of
features or characteristics of the signal which have percep-
tual reliability and acoustic support. The Aerceptual re-
liability of some aspects of infant utterances including the
sylldble, peaks of prominence and specified.articulatory
features was demonstrated in the previous study (Study II in
this report). An alternative but complementary feature system,
was used by Stark, Rose and McLagen (1975). The purpose of the pres-
ent study was to.examine the relationship between perceptUal
features and adoustic attributes for utterances Produced by
four infants during the firSt.24 wbeks of lifp.

2.. Method: For each of the four infants participating
in this longitudinal investigation, a sequential Developmental
Master Tape recording was prepared sampling utterances over
the first 24 Weeks of life (See Section II, C, 2). Three
sound spectrograms were made for every utterance consisting
of atwide-band (450 cycle) display with amplitude contour, a
wide-band,scale expanded display through 4000 Hz, and a narrow-
band (45 cycle) display. For a total of 1753 utterances, 5359
spectrograms' were available for the analysis.

Of the 1753 utterances, 447 vocalizations which had
bee*n semi-randomly selected 'for tee perceptual study (See
Study II). were separated and of these,preliminary.acoustic
analysis has been completed for 44 utterances; The analysis
involved specification of total duration, duration of phonated
and nonphonated portions, duration of specific features,
designLLion uf iirp1 I Lucle peak:;, measurement of centr4 formant

spociffuation of intonation contour, and desig-'
nation of :;pc2cLral_ f,J,Aturc!:-; such as ..noise, occlusives, eLc.

4 6.
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From these spectrograms, the acoustic Base Structure for each
vocalization was determined which was subsequently compared
with the results of the perceptual judgments-made by the six '

.trained listeners (Study II).

3. Results: Excellent agreement between-the perceptuar
and acoustic data Was achieved for 41 of the 44,utterances
judged as syllabic. These were char.acterized by one or more
vocalic segments with well-defined resonance structures. Of.

_the three remaining utterances, one revealed two nasal .seg-
ments racterized by an impoverished nOisy harmonic spectrum
wi low- ea. ncy emphasis, -This was Identified by one

stener a onged nasal and by the other, as vocalic.
our of the agreed-that the second utterance was

nonsyllabic. It w.s characterized by a voiceless, Onset (41
msec),- short .dur ,ion (177 msec), a noisy harmonic spectrum,
and a rapid s taneous fall of resonances. one, two and
three. 'For th ird phonational episode, two listeners indi-
cated that the whole-utterance was nonsyllabic and the others
indicated that the utterance consisted of both syllabic and
nonsyllabic components. The acoustic analysis revealed three
nonsyllable portions with durations'of less than 100 msec
each characterized by the absende of prominent resonance
structure and a 99. (constrictive-vocalic)'portion with a
duration of 242 msec.

/1

AAelysis of the Forrespondence between the ntimber of
perceptually-identified peaks and the nutber of acoustic peaks
revealed 83% agreement for one peak, 83% agreement for two
peaks, 72% agreement for three peaks, and 48/ for four.
Longer utterances seemed to elicit less agreement; however.
this interpretation must be made cautiously. For two utter-
ances, one physical peak corresponded to two clearly identifi-
able perceptual peaks. Both utterances were Vocalic-glide-
vocalic sequences ,as confirmed from spectral display. The
failure for amplituderto fall during the glide 'element is not
known; perhaps the glide portion was not sufficiently c
stricted to ovffer DC back pressure on the glottis or increased
AC impedance. In another instance, a tap from an unknown
articulatory source accounted for two physical peaks where
only one wft...,perceived. In four instances, separate physical
peaks percivas one, were accoun-ted for by the presence of
dysphonation. This phenomenon has also been observed by ,

Stark, Rose and McLagen (1 9 7 5 ), who attribAed the in-
tensity fluctuations, to the presence of pharyngeal friction.

'Comparison of the segmental transcription with the
base structure derived from spectral displays revealed rather
consistent patterns of onset, offset,; and within-utterance
segments, as well as vocal quality,'as shown in the co:relation
matrices (Tables 13,14 and 'eat)le 1,5). For 'onset or initiatory
'behavior, glottal stops were identified acoustically in 30/44'

4
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utterances,
These were
A counter t
vocalic off
glottal,sto
short'durat

Table 13.

39

but were correctly perceived only 30% of the time.
eard more often (53%) as smooth vocalic onsets.
ndency was noted for offset behavior. Acoustically,
ets were perceived,more than half the.time as a
, especially when the terminal 4ocalic was o'k.very
on.

1

Co-relation matrix specifying the correspondence
between acoustic and perceptual data for onset of
44 utterances produced by one infant during the

Q C
4-)

G

-NS

first-24 weeks of life.

Perceptual Responses

, NS V
12 4 4 95

1 1 5

68 1 1 2

1 6 1 1 3,

5 r 1

2 1 18

S.

Table 14. Co-relation matrix specifying the corliespondence
between acoustic and perceptual data for offset
of 441utterantes produced by one infant during
the first 24 weeks of life.

15

Ii 10

3

G

1

NS 2

V 84

Responses
NS V 0

hpeArptual

1

8

1

14

1

2

1

3. 1 -

i

9

2

9

91
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, Embedded glottal stops were readily idvtified. Lis-
teners furthermore agreed with the acoustic spectrum 95% of
the time for vocalic elements and 75% of the time-for eMbedded
supraglottal constrictiVts. -The principal, confuSions_for
supraglottal.-constructives involved glottal stops and glides.

Table 15. Co:relation Matrix specifying the correspondence
betweea acoustic and perceptual data f.or embeddOld
segmeats of 44_utterances produced by one infant
during the first 24 weeks of life.

PerCeptual Responses
rtti- omitNS

? 18 1

C 20 155 30 1.

G 4 4 50 1 1 3 4
1

N 2 19 8 6.

, NS -4 2

V 15. 2 454

A 5 1

Addit.' 7_ t 11

Acoustically, agreement for glides was also 75% with confusions
princiPally involving gityttal stops, constrictives and vocalics.
Glides presented difficulty elsewhere in the analysis for in-
dividual listeners. Shifting vocalic quality wasf, at times,
transcribed as having an intermediate glide,. At tother .times,
the presence of a glide in the spectral disiolay Jas missed by
listeners who transcribed a prolonged vocalic or two vocalics
with omissions of the glide element. Nasals alsq provided a
source of difficulty as the co:relation was 54%. Nasprls were
most often transcribed as vocalics (23%) or as a nasalized,,
vo.cpic element. ,

The analysis of phonatory quality revealed that-t-E'e
listeners identified the presence of dysphonation 69% of the
time When indicated in the acoustic display. Corresponding
'to the description by Truby and Lind (1965), dysphonation was
characterized by a noisy harmonic spectrum and by widely-
spacodçvcrtical utriations more often in conjunction with

4 9 :
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closely-spaced st4apions, indicating tWo fundamental modes-
of vibration. Thd'presence of saliva constriction nbise was
also identified correctly 52% of the time and confused prin-
cipally with dysphonation (16%).

A

. It appears Ohat the major sources of disagreement
in this preliminary comparison of acoustic and perceptual
data involve'gldttal stop and aspirates particul rly in re-
lation to onset And offset behavior. Other clasdes of sounds
which present problems, as so frequently noted in the.litera-
ture include glides and rsai.s. The results of ,this portion
of tlie investigation, howLver, indicate that these classes- of
sounds can and should be included in the description of in-
fant vocalization, but that they warrant further study.

In r tion to preparation'of stimuli for Ferceptual
estudies_of th s nature, the presence of voiced or partially
voiced breathy inspirations either preceding and/or following
an utterance seems to present a special problem which must be
dealt with during training sessions. This behavior appears
to be nlore frequently associated with utterances produced by
Ole infant in the first three months of life, although.further
analysis is needed to make this statement conclusively. If
this observation is confirmed, IINe inight cautiously speculate
that the presence of the behavior could reflect poor coordi-

.

nation between (the phonatory source mechanism and supraglottal
articulatorr.activity. Its reduction, disappearance or alter-
ation in quality could be considered to be a mark of increas-
ing control over the systems. From inspection of this data,
it appears that the infant in the early months frequently
increases respiratory rate prior to the initiation of phonation,
a pattern which is notably different from rest:breathing. This .

behavior, which has also been observed .by Carol Wilder (petsonal
may represent the building of air presSure and'

flow rates th t are necessary to initiate phonation.

Results of the perceptual study iridi'cated thevia-
bility of employing the phonetic syllablecaS a unit of analysis
in this investigation. Aconstic data combined with perceptual
judgments of syllabification, peaks of sonorance, and transcrip-
tion made by individuals who have beea trained to listen in' an
infant mode.has' yielded valuable,information regarding the
nature of infant vocal behavior,

At.



D. Study IV: Classification of early infant Cry and noncry
. vocalization (Zlatin, M.A. Hix6on, P. K. and
Coggins, C. R.)

1. Introductionv

As one of the infant's earliest behaviors, crying has
evoked conglderable interest both as a possible index of the
child's physical condition (Feingold, 1972; Kaorelitz, 1963;
Karelitz and Fisichelli, 1962; Ostwald, 1972) and as a precursor
of later language development (Murai, 1960, 1963; Wolff, 1969;
Stark, Rose and Benson, 1974)& Cry.behavior has been variably de-
fin as a response to distress (Nakazima, 1962; Truby and Lind,
1 r'asa. physiological utterance produced in uncomfortable
sitlations (Murai, 1960). Noncry behavior has been defined in
similar, though antithetical, terms as a vocalization ii)roduced in
a itomfort stlite (Lewis, 1951).

' Spectrograpific analysis does,not appe4 to provide any
obvious features for differentiating cry from noncry vocaliza-
tion (Wolff, 1973)-leading one to conclude that there may be .a

of'acoustic and perceptual characteristics. However,
dura.4:ion 4i3f the-utterance and preceding contextual events appear
to be significant in,makinghe distipction(Prechtl, et al, 1969;
Formby, 1V67.; Valannej et 1967):

.

A.,-descript ve c1assific4ion of cry has.been developed by
Truby and Lind (19.65). They defined three primary types including
phonation, dysphon tiop andhyperphonation. For phonation, the
sound,source consists of quasi-periodic vocal fold vibration and
the laryngeal, pharyngeal, nasal ,and oral cavities serve as prin-
:cipalresonators. Spectrographically, this cry is characterized
by.an abrupt onset with a rapid rise in harmonic contour and in-
tensity and by a ftindamentalgrequency around 450 Hz. .Dysphona-
tion represents effortful performance with extreme constriction of
,the supraglottal airway. The cry is perceptually "harsh" sounding
associated with,a random noise-like, energy disperSion evident in.
the spectral dispiays. At times, two source tones appear to be
operating simultaneously, one with a low fundamental frequency
around 130 Hz and.the. other around 500 Hz. Hyperphonation is per-
ceived as a high-pitched vocalization or laryngeal whistle. Truby
ahd Lind (1965) attributed this quality to dh.extreme contraction
and subS'equ nt foreshortening of the vocal folds or to.damping of
the'fundame tal tone. Spectrographically,.hyperphonation is char-
acterized- extreme shifts of the fundamental frequency from
around'460 Hz' to frequencies as high as 1400 to 4000 Hz.,

This preliminary investigation was designed with a tWo7
fold 'purpose. First, it was necessary to determine whether the
cry types of phonation, dysphonation and hyperphonation as de'--
scrib6d by Truby Eind.Lind (19651) for cry behaN)ior could be util.ized

r'0



as perceptual and acoustic features in specifying the phonatory
qualit of çioncry voCalizations. The second question involved

nat on of the extent to which,listeners who had no kniowl= .

edge o t situational context orlithe infant's stateyof arousal
'could discriminate between cryarlA noncry vocalizations on the
basis of an isolated auditory signal which was controlled for

duratiofi.

2. Metho4

Ninety-five cry and noncry vocalizations were selecte
from Home Master Recordings (see Section III, C, 1) of one infant
between 3 weeks and 3 months of age. Of the 75 noncry vocaliza-
tions, twenty-rfive were specified as phonations, twentyfive as
dysphonations, and twenty-five as hyperphonations on the basis of
perceptual judgment and instrumental acoustic analysis correspond-
ing to the definitiens of Truby and Lind (1965). The cry vocaliza--
tions were also distributed according to type. Three instances of
each utterance were randomized on,listening tapes with a 10-second
interstimulus interval.

Five adult llipteners served asIdudges in this preliminary

investigation. Prior to the listening task, the judges received
training in recognition of the three primary phonatory types
through a specially-prepared recording which incorporated examples
from the recording which accompanies the Lind monograph (1965)
and samples derived from the Master Home Tapes. Listeners per-
formed to criterion on the training tapes prior to making judgments
from the test tapes proper.. Training, and test stimuli were pre-

, sented on an Ampex AG350 Recorder through Grason-Stadler D30 ear-

phones. Each listener was provided with a keyed specially-prepared
response form to make t e fol,lowing judgments: (1) cry or noncry,

(2) primary phonatory fype including phonation, dysphonation or
hyperphonatibn, and (3) secondary phonatory type if the listener
perceived more than one type within a single utterance.

3. Results

From the coMbined analysis of all vocalizations, the
judges tisplayed correct classification of the utterance in refa-
tion to phonatory type 90.6% of the time. As.a group, the lis-
teners were slightly better judges of phonatory type for cry in
comparison to nohcry utterances. The percentage of correct :1
primary judgments of cry ranged from 100% to 76.7% with a mean

. of 88%. The listener with the.most prior,experience in listening
to infant vocalization achieved 100% correct judgment for cry
vocalization types. When secondary correct judgments were in-

.

cluded(for the cry utterances, most listeners improved in their

ability to classify vocalizations. With secondary. judgments, the
peicentage of correct responses ranged' from 76% to 100% with a

.mean of 92A. The perconLage of correct jitadgments for noncry
utteranies ranged from 78.7% to 89.8% wit/ a mean of 84.2%. When
secondefy judgmenLs were included in the calculations, the mean

\_ 32
`.0
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percentage of correct judgments increased to 90.6%.

Examination of the three phonatory tupes revealed that ,

the listeners cof-rectly identified basic phonation 95.4% of the
time. The overalL.percentages of correct identification for dys-
phonation and hyperphonation'were 85,8% and 84:4% respectively.

:The listeners were more acclirate in their judgment's of dysphona-
ti9n in noncry utterances (91.2%) than in cry (80.4%); however,
the reverse was shOwn for hyperphonation in.tht this phonatory
quality was j-Jdged correctly.86 of the time)fc(itcry and 82.67/D
for non-cry, 'The results of,these analyses indicated that 'I'S-.
teners wenl able to reliably judp phonatory type at both cry
and noncry -utterances. There appears to'be a continuity of
these featres for varyin7., 7:ypes of vocalirbehavicrs dlsplayed by
infants during the first 3 months of life. High internal con-
sistency within listeners wasL,also demonstrated in that' the per-
centages of the total numberof utterances for which individual
judges attributed the same phonatory quality to all three in-
stknces of tile stimuli were 87.3%, 70.5%, 70.5%, 75.8% a.nd 70.5%
As in the Prdvious analysis involving comparison of judgments
among t4e listeners, the individuals Were also more i.nternally
consistdnt in their judgments of cry than noncry types. ,For the
former, the percentage of utterances judged in the .same Manner
for each of the three presenta*tions oft_ a given stimulus ranged
from 65% to 100% with a mean of 80.p% Ind for the latter, Scores
ranged from 66.7% to 84.0% with a mean of 73.6%.

The second question posed in this preliminary study in-
volved the extent to which listeners could differentiate between
cry and noncry utterances from isolated auditory signals. Con-.
sistent with the findings of previous researchers (Prechtl, t
al., 1969; Formby, 1967; Valanne, et al., 1967), the liste er.s
identified cry correctly only 32% of the time and noncry 8 % of
the time. Since the duration of cry appears considerably lionger
than noncry vocalizations during the first three months of life,
duration was controlled so that phonatory quality could be ex-
amined as the principal determining factor for making the d -
tinction. As shown in the previous analysis, there appears t
be consistency of the phonatory types for cry and noncry utter-
ances. Therefore the results of the second analy4s were not
surprising. It seems then-, that duration, and knowledge of the
contextual events prior to arid during an utterance and observa-
tion of infant state constitute the principal differentiating
factors for distress and nondistress wecalization.

53



L. Preliminary Descriptive Model of Infant,Vocalization....
During the First724 Weeks: Primitive Syllabification
and Phonetic Exploratory Behavi6r

, 1. Primitive Syllabification in.Infancy

,The preliminary results of the present.investigation in-
dicate that over the course of the firt. 24 weeks of life,, the
infant's vocalizations Are characterized by an increasing fre-
quency of syllabic.uttera'nces and a relative decrease in the
frequency of nonsyllabic productions. There appears to be a
mall number of base structures which typify primitive syllabi-

/
fication during this period which are-presented in Table 16

Olt Early initiatory behavior is-most often characterized by prami-
.tive laryngeal articulations'(Lindqvist, 1972). in the form of

Table 16. Preliminary base structures for infan- t syllabifi-,
cation in thd"first 24 weeks.

One-Syllable Two-Syllable

VC-V

VGV
*elCV
7VGV-
?V7V
VCCV
hVCV
hVGV

NCV

Elaborated

WCVCV
7VGWV
?VGV V
?V?VCV
?GVGVNCV
?VNCNCN
7VNCVCh.
?V?:?VCVCV
VGVCV

7- glottal stop G glide
vocalic' N nasal
supraglottal constrictive Allt dysphonation

h glottal aspirate prolonged

4.

glottal stops and aspifates and less frequently Occurring supra-
glottal.constrictives and glides. . Supraglottal constrictives
and vocalic.onsets increase through this period which is also
marked"by thqLemergence of syllabic nasal.initiations most often
released to a homorganic supraglottal constrictive. Vocalics,
glottal aspirates,.and glottal stops are typical offset be-
haviors. Infant's at this very early sta e-show a 'preference'
for open syllabls which continues thr g oilt the first and
into the second year.as shown by 011er (1973). The sounds inter-

, vening betwedh Lo vocalic elements in lude glottal stops, .

supraglottal.donstrictives, and 2lides. A typical operi.-
constrictive-open pattern DiAtr13 and variations on this theme
were observed in vocalization displayed by all four of. the

' infants (Mat:in, 1)74).

tJ
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Among the four children, there was considerable regularity
in the appearance and quality of two-syllable utterances and
syllable elaboration. The most primitive form of glottal stop-
vocalic-glottal.stop-vocalic in nondistress utteranFes appeared
around 3 weeks followed by the appearance of other two-syllable
utterances be.tweem 6 and 8 weeks. Increasing occurrences'of
syllable elaboration were noted between 11 and 14 weeks.
Throughout this period, primitive one and two-syllable vocal
izationd(continued. Concurrent with the beginning of explora-
torr-behavior between 17 and 21 weeks, a decline in elaborated
sylllble productions was noted..

2. ExploratiOn of the Vocal Tract

To date, descriptions Ofexploratory.behavior in.relation
to characteriotics of infant vocalization haVe been vagu'er- We
:have observed periodS of concentrated specific.repetitive.
vocal actiyities whidli persist for different lengths ot time
.for each child and which show extreme fluctuations or var-ia-
tions within one or more patameters of phonetic behavior. The
onset of vocal tract .-e,).'plol.ut,r;p. appeared to cOrrespond to the
third stage of the sensory-motor periqd as described by piaget
(11952). A hallmark of thisstage is .the goordinationpf grasp
4nd vision. The ages for the Presence of this behavior and
corresponding phonetic parameters are shown in Table 17., The
specific categoties of phonetic exploratory behavior include:

._-(1) airstream direction, (2) pitch, (3) loudness, and -(4)
supgraglottal actiqity.

Three of .the infants showed a period of cqpcentrated in-
gressive vocalization. J provided the most outstandin'g ex-
ample of the'fortuitous.discoVery. Very short ingressives,
primarily associated with onset and offset phenomena, were
present in his early vocal behavior. One morning, J,produced
.a loud ingressive followed by a startle" and sUdden quieting.
Subsequently; a.variety of irigressives continued to dominate
'his phonetic output for about a montli.. Only G failed to shaft,
exploration of ingressive flow of air.during qhe first 6
month's.' He did show abrief period of play wi,th ingressive
-
sounds around 71/2 months which lasted for-less than a day. This
was interpreted as.Andicating that '.practice'.of a behavior and
subquent internalization takes.a shorter period of time at
-later stages of development and that infants display different
.behaviorscommensurate with their own needs and interests.
The saliva or 'bubble' play and labial-lingual Erills are only
'two examples of a larger variety of supraglottal exploratory.
utterances. It.is our impression that,4uration is also ex-.
plored as a phonetic' paramete.r.

is tempting to s,peculate about the latent fa.ctors wbich
motivate the infant to xp1or hi sound-producing system. We
may ccn:,i.i'r .(1) The infant is a stimul-sibekin..
organisp 1)74; Peter:3, 19711i Stern,' 1974a,. 1974b) with
a ','preference' for: t.e. audiLory thodality (McCall, 1.974) esulting

',4+ -4



Nst4(Table 1 Explo ion of the vocal tract by four first-born infants. The table presents the child's

age in w s.

Coordination Of Direction: Airstream' Pitch' . Loudness Supraqlottal Activity

Gras.p-Vision Ingressive Nasal Egressive Squeal Growl Shout Saliva Trill: Lab.-ling.

17-18 21-2 19

13-15

23- 2

,A 15, 18 18 20-23 21

21

j 12-13 ,20-24
,

22 19 . 17

20

14-16
** 14-24 20 ,18,

/

20-23 19-22 23

15

22 23

17 18

17-18 17,

21

18-20

** 71/2 mos.

56 57
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in self-produced sound input; his selectivity brings him into
contac* with certain parts of the environment or aspects of
vocal production,. rather than others at different times- (Dember
and Earl,' 1957); (2) The infanC'sself-regulatory ability is
in the process of evolving so that he is increasingly able to
bring about repet.ition of a desired effect or effects which
intrigue him (Hutt and Hutt,. 1970); (3) An incentive for some
aspects of the infant's exploratory behavior is his search for
novelty and subsequent continuation of behaviors which were
fortuitously discovered (Piaget, 1952) such as that described
for J earlier in relation to ingressives. Once discovered,
there is a continua:tion of'the behavior because stimulation
begets the desire for more stimulation. The continuation of
the search for novelty and infants'preferential attention to
more cOmplex stimuli (McCall, 1971) may contribute to the
syllable elaboration described earliei.,and to the variations
of within-class phonetic parameers.

Hutt (1967) indicated that tanipulative be-
havior declines with increasing stimalus familiarity. The
specific decline in expIdation apd manipulation of phonetic
parameters aroupd6 months of age may be related to Lieberman's
(1975) description.of the timing of phySical,structural de-
velbpment as well as to the child's cognitive growth. That is,
the infant's vocal tract is_uridergoing rapid changes
in structural relationships duripg this period. Therefore,
it may be necessary for him, when he is able, to act on the
vocal tract deriving 'knowledge' from his, action. Once struc-
tural relationships are relatively stable, his actions become
internalized operations. During .the first 6 months, the'child
may be constructing the .rudiments of a sensory-motor scheme
through rep2oductive assimilation which can' be called upon
later in coordination with language.

3. Origins of Intelligence and Language

Some years ago, Vygotsky (1934/1962) posited that language
and thoughtevolved from two separate genetic roots. Although
his model has been-widely cited, 'we have lacked rigorous ex-
perimental data to attest to its validity. The derived cor-
respondence between stage within the'sensory-motor period
and the vdcal behaviors displayed by the infants in the pres-
ent study is shown in Figure 6. During the first stage the
infant evidences reflexive vocalization, a common term in the
language literature, Consisting of cry, di,scomfort spunds,
vegetative sounds-(e.g. coughs, grunts, hiccoughs, etc. as
described by Stark, Rose and Benson, 1974), and primitive one-
syllable utterances. Concurrent with Stage II, the.infant
shows increasing syllabification in the-form of two-syllable
utterances.. A schema for vocalization is emerging and under-
going some differentiation as illustrated by ptimitive syl-

lable elaboration. The infant also shows some tendency to
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produce reduplicated syllables., Primitive syllable elabora-
tion continues until the early part of Stage III, followed by
a reduction in this behavior and emergence of exploratory
phonetic behavibr.

Figure 6. Origins of Intelligence and, Language.

Stage I The use of reflexes

Stage II The first acquired
adaptations'and
the primary
circular reaction

Reflexive vOcalization: cry.,

vegetative, & discOmfort sounds

Stage III TAe secondary
circular eactions
and the procedures
destined to make
interetihg sights
laSt:

Piaget, 1952)

Early syllabification: one-.
and two-syllable prototypes
and primitive reduplication

Primitive Syllable elaboraion

A-

Reduction of syllable elaboration
Exploratory phonetic behavior

Parameters: airstream direction
pitch
loudness

. su aglott activity

Reduction of explora phonetic
behavior

The descriptive model which evolved from detailed observa-
tion of four infants during the first 24 weeks of life is yet
incomplete. Further work is currently in progress that will pro-
vide more detailed specification of the nature of vocalization
.produced during this, period.. Once the data 1.a reduced and ana-
lyzed,from the remaining 18 months of investigation, this proposed
early edition will not only be subjected to further scrutiny, but
will be completed.

5 9
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V. RESEARCH STATUS: PARENTS' CHILD-DIRECTED LANGUAGE

A. .Study I: .An Analysis of Mothers' Question Forms
Directed, to Infants During the First 16
Weeks of Life (Zlatin, IC A. and Shisler, W.)

1. Introduction'

Parent-child interaction is a dynamic Multipurpose con-
dition wher* both participants have,social, emotional and
linguistic roles (Crystal, 1975). Until recently, the lan-
guage environment of the'infapt Has een described within

1the framework of the features of adu r communication. Fried-
lander.(1968) and McNeill (1970) both 'suggested that the child
must contend with the 'entire adult corpus". He learns, then,
to decode'and organize linguistie informatiow-which is often
embedded "amidst pandemonium and chaos.". This arly descrip-
tion disregarded the fact that sope aspects bf te environment,
be they. linguistic or nonlinguistic, are more sajLint for the
chi,ld than others and become instrumental in ef ecting varia-
tioris in his behavior (Lewis and Freedle, 1972; ttern, 1974a).

In the last five years, we have seen a dramatic increase
in studielk of mothers' child-directed language. Results of
work.conduZIked by Broen (1972), Snow (1972), Phillips (1973),
Dale (1974), and Glanzer and Dodd (1975), among others, have
shown systematic diffetences in meari length of utterande,
vocabulary, and syntactic, prosodic and acoustic features
between child-directed and.adult-directed utterances.

. variations in parents' linguistic behavior reflectinter-
ctions among such variables as individual style (Phillips,
1973; Nelson, 1973), the'parents' changing perception of the
child's comprehension and produ tion abilities (Shere and

AKastenbaum, 1966), and direct re P onses from the infant
(Bernal, 1972; Sedlakova, 1964).. Results of a structural'
analysis of ohild-dilcected language during the first two
months preliminary to the present study indicated 'tbattques-
tion forms aEcounted'for 50-65% of the corpi followed by
declaratives(30) and a low frequency of imperative forms.

1 The latter was dominated by the lexical items,-"see" and "look".
In addition, the mothers, at times, appeared to fulfill both
roles of dialogue. From a total of 776 question, 91 (12%)
were answered by the mother herself,

The purpose of the present study was to obtain a de-
tailed structural description of .the types of questions
mothers direct to.their infants during the first 16 weeks of
life in home and laboratory conditions. We were also inter-
ested in analyzing the patterns of repetition within the
corpi, the frequency of m9therS answering their own questions,
and the frequency of infant vocalization following question
form presentation.

.
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lo. .%..ategories tor question forms and examples of'mothers' child-
dkrected language during the firm 16 weeks-Of life.

Wh7Queitions Do Su ort

Formal: 1. What do ya see? Qüesti s

Do you hear.that?
2. Do you sea anybody

in there?
3. Did you Call?
4. Do you see that,

Mandy?
5. Don't you wish you

never had to wear
clothes!

Deleted: 1. See Marsha's head?
(Do you see Marsha's::
head?) ,

2. you want blm?
3. Ya know that?
4. Ya want your hair

coMbed?
5. Wanna sit up a

minute?
Formal +
Tag 1. Do ya wanna hold

thie?...Hmm?
2. Now do you think

Marsha wants to
hear that?...Hmm?

3. Do you know where it
came from?...Hmm?

4. Don't cha want to go
to sleep?...Hmm?

5. Do you think you can
fit both those hands
into your Mouth?...Hmm?

2. What are ya lookin at? Formal: 1.
3. What ya doin down there?
4. Who's over there?
5. Where is your blanket?

Deleted: 1. Huh? (meaning what did,
you say?)

Formal +
4k Tag 1. What'sa troubles?...Hmm?

2. What happened to all
those smilei we had
yesterday?...Hmm?

1. Where do all those
great big eyes come
from?.;.Huh?

4. What you doin down
therer...Huh?\

. 5. Who's over ther!?...Huh?

Interrogative
Reversals

Formal: 1. Are you getting sleepy?
2. Aren't ya gonna be good

today?
3. Is that Marsha there? i

4. Is that what you want? ...ow
5. Would you repeat that

please?

Deleted: 1. You gonna walk? (r Are
you gonna wark?)

2. Ya gonna make a speech?
3. Having a bad time?

__ 4. Watching'his one?
5. Gonna turn'over2-

Formal + .%

Tag 1. Will you wake up and
smile a little bit?
...Huh?

2. Can ya stick your tongue
.oqt?..,Huh?

3. Is that better?...Hmm?
4. Would you.like everything

clean On?...Huh?
3. Is t at your problem?

...H h?

-Deleted +
Tag 1. Ya gonna gO to sleep on

Marsha again?...Hmm?
2. Well, you gonna do

some tricks?...Hmm?
3. You ready to go bye-

bye? Huh?
4. You gonna take a nap?

...Hmm?
5. You gonna talk some .

more?...Huh?

Deleted +
1. You see anybody:inTag

there?...Huh?
2. You see anything you

like there?...Huh?
3. Wanna go to the lumber

yard?...Huh?
4. AnythIng to say

today?...EMm?
5. You,agree?...Huh?

Supra-segmental
Questions 1. You're not talking?

2. They did?
3. No smiles at all today?
4. Nothing better to do?
5. Nothing mOre?

Formal Tag
Questions 1. You're not going to go

to sleep, are ya?
2. You just forgot a

couple of syllables,
didn't ya?

3. Well you're learning
how to reach for things,
aren't cha?

4. You've been kteping to
yourself, havffn't ya?

5. You want to have a
nice clean bed later,
don't you?

Multiple Tag
Questions 1. You're not going to

go to sleep, are ya?
Huh?

2. Can'you get up on
your knees, Huh? Huh?

3. Can you tell me more,
Hmm? Heh?

4. Where did you get those?
Hmm? Hmm?

5. Can I have a laugh
this morning? Huh? Huh?N
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2. Method

Question forms were derived from trAnacriptions of
Home and Labonatory recordings (See Sections III, B, 2, a
and III, B, 3 of thia report) for mothers of first-born
infants between the.ages of 4 and 1,6 weeks'. This time
span was separated into three periods including 4 tb 7, weeks
,(A1), 8 tO 11 weeks (A2) and 12 to 16 weeks (A3). .

-
Five major structural categories re wh-questions,

interrogative rev saas, do-support qu stions, questions
C marked by suprasegm,ntal intonation co our only, and tag.

mquestions. Within each of these catego es,,subtypeS in-
cluded (1) formal - the surface form of the question met the
requisites f r stfuctural completeness; (2) deleted - utter-:
ances where e or mOre constituents. were oinitted from th0
surface form; and (3) formal plus informal tag - question ,

forms followed by utterances such-as, "huh" or "hmmm". Other
modifications, or combinations of these classifications and
examples of each are provided in'Table

Child-directed language is characterized by a high rate
of repetition (Broen, 1972). The reurts of our own pre-
liminary work indicated that mothers'of infants during the
first 2 months of life showed a repetition rate of 28% for
questions (221/776) in various forms. In the present study,
a question was classified as a repetition if it contained the
same or similar meaning as the one preceding it. As shown in
Table 19, the subcategories of repetiton included (1) exact,
(2) deletion, (3) Iddltion, (4) paraphrase, and (5) 'syntactic
adju ent.

A epetition was classified as exact if no syntactic or
lexi al alterations were made. WIten a repetition was char-

t i ed by a loss or addition of information carried in the
initi 1 utterance, it was classified respectively as a dele-
tion yr. addition. Syntactic adjustment involved transforma-
tion Nf internal constituents without alteration of the question
form. A repetition which contained the same information as the
preceding question,but was stated.in a different manner, was con-
sidered to be a paraphrase. The frequency Of question forms,
repetitions, answered questions, and the number of times infant
vocalization followed presentation of a question form was tabu-
lated for each mother in home and laboratory samples'. A totii
of 1700 questions were analyzed incl.uding 1026 from the'first
mother and 674 from the second

3. Results

As shown in Table 20, wh7question forms showed the
highest frecluncy of occurrence followed by interrogative
reversal, do-support, tag and suprasegmental question forms.
Little difference was shown in the comparison of the-frequency
of these question forms between home and laborat conditions
with the exception of do-support questions which occurred more

(i 2
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Table 19. Categories of'repetition'question form and examples
from child-directed, language during the irst 16 weeks
of life for two motherg.

Repetitions

Exact: 1. Are you getting sleepy? Ar'e you getting sleepy?
2. What are ya lookin at? What are ya 1.00kin at?
3. What do you say? What do you say?
4. What you doin down'there? What you doin down there?
5. Is that the best you can do? ts_that the best you

can do?

Deletion:"1. Ya*gonna go to.sleep on Marsha again?....Huh?
To sleep?

2. Will you wake up and smile a little bit? Wake up
and smile a 1ittle bit?

3. Is she gonna go for a little ride today? Is she
gonna go for a ride?

4. Ya,want your hair combed? Wan*your hair combed?
' 5. What do you say this morning? What do you say?

Additions: .
1. What happened to all those smiles we had yesterday?

What happened to all those smiles and talkin we .

had yesterday?
22 Gonna take it? Gonna take the bottle?
3. Are ya,saying hi? Are ya saying hi or I?
4. You lookin at the light? -Are you lookin at the light?
5. Anything interesting? Do you 'see anything interest-

ing this mottling?

Paraphrases:
1.'What do you see over there? What are you lookin at?
2. Who's that? Who's over here?
3. This is something like yours, isn't it? Is this

something like your?
4.. Your're not talking? Aren't you talking today?
5. Does want to go for a little ride? Is she

goking for a ride today?

Syntactic
Adjustmenti:l.

, 2.

3.

4.
5.

What is that? .Well,'what was it?.
Dance for her? Dance for us?
,What are those,
What are these, ?...Huh?
Shall we change your bottom? Shall we change it?
What are you %struggling dipole!" What are you
struggling fOr?
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Frequency of'occurrence of five major types of
question forms presented to two infants during
the,Eirst 16 weeks of life in home and laboratory
conditions.

9

Question Frequency of occurrence

Laboratory Home Total % of Total

Wh-question- 384 354 738 4,3

Interrogative
Reversal 178 243 421 25

Do-support 193 , 158 351 el
Tag 63 99 162 9

suprasegmental 10 18 28 2

frequently in the laboratory,condition and interrogative re-
versals were considerably more frequent in the home.

Further analysis showed,that the mother most Often pre-
sented the children with complete syntactic fornis'of questions.
Complete (formal) forms accounted for 69% (1202) of the ques-
tions followed by deletion of initial.constituents (14%), the
addition of an informal tag (13%), deletion plus informal,t6g
92%), and multiple tags (2%).. These findings 'were consistent
within each of the major question types examined.

Results of the analysis.of frequency of occurr6nce of
each of the question types over the age range from 4 to.16
weeks indicated tl-Lt for four of the five categories an in-
crease was shown from Al,(4-1-7 weeks) to A2 (8-,11 weeks)
followed by ,a decrease in the third period A3 (12-16 weeks).

,These categories included. wh-questions, interrogative'reversals,

SII'NW

'do-support and tag questions. .Only the category of supra-
segmentals showed a consistent decrease over this period. The
noted increase between 8 and 11 weeks may be related to the
infants' expanding behavioral epertoire. Vocalizationp in-
creased in over all frequency as did social responsiveness
shown in behaviors such as smiling and'Arototype conversations.

From the total of 1700 questions, 382 (22%) were re-
peated by the mothers in some manner. Exact repetition. of
a. previous utterance accounted for 41%, folloWed by para-
phrase (29A), addition(-(14%), deletion (13%), and syntactic
adjustmnt CondsLent with the increase in frequency
of question tvps cluring the second 'Iceriod, a 'higher rate of

-45
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self-repetititm was alo shown during this period followed'by
.

a slight decrease (Table 21). Exact repetitions and para-
phrase showed the most dramatic rise from Al to A2.

Table 21. Rate of self-repetition of qu4tion forms in
child-directed language during the first 16 weeks'
.of life. Al represents the Teriod from 4 -to=*-,-

11 weeks, and A3 from 12 toweeks,
16 we

A2 from 8.to

Repetition Type A?

.Exact 3,1 69

Deletion 14 f9

Addition
.

11 16 1

Paraphrase 20 54

SyntaCtic
Adjustment 2 6

A3 Total :'/c, Ne Total

58 158 41
.._,.-

16 49 13

-2 7 54 14

35 109 29

4 ''' 12

. . .

The repetition rates at home and in the laboratory were quite
similar. The frequency was 52% (197) for the home condition
and 48% '(185) for'the laboratory. Examination of the repeti-
tion subtypes indicaed that there was consistency with the

-overall analysis for three of the five categories including r j
exac repetition, deletion and paraphrase. AlthoUgh the fre-1'
quency of occurrence was low, parents doubled the number of
additions in the home condition (36 for home compared with 18
in the. laborator

f

) and.produced aoreater number of syntactic
adjustments in t e laboratory.

From the corpus 8t 1700 questions, 159 (9.4%) were
answered by the mother herself. Analysis across the three
age periods indicated a rate of 26% (42) for Al, 50%..(79) for
A2, and 24% (38) for A3. Again, the frequency of the mothers
answering their own questions was similar in laborAtory and
home Condition. The former showed a rate of 48% (76) and the

latt<52% (83). .

'As indicated in the methods section, M1 shoi,,Yed a higher
overall number of questions in.comparison to M2, exhibited a
higher frequency of questions in the laboratory (53% than at
home (4.7%), showed less fioquent repetition of utterances
than M2, and answered her own questions about-1 A-of the time.
The second motIler (M2) .x.hibited fewer question in'the labor-
atory (43) thari at home (57/.), showed a highe self-r6e'tition
rate than Ml, and showed a comparable rate of nswering hpr
own questions, (3-A). For the first mother, 15% f all questions
analyv.:d were n2peated in some manner, while the second infantwas
exposed to a repetition rate of 34%. While the proportion of

1' 6 5
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total number of questions answered by the mother was similar
fOr the two women, the absolute frequency of occurrence was
nearly double (105) for M1 in comparison to M2 (54). It ap-
'pears, then, that the second child was exposed to fewer ques-
-tions, fewer answered questions and greater redundpcy.
Observation of the frequency of vocalizatiOn folloi4ing ques-
tionresented by the mother showed a lower overall rate for
the infant of M2 (22%).FrOma total of 182 (11%) vocalizations,
the first infant produCed 131 f72%) and the second 51 (28%).
A comparison across the three age periods indicated a vocaliz-
ation rate following questions of 15% (28) for Al, 52% (94)
for A2, and 33% .(60) for A3. Corresponding-to the principal
investigator's subjective impression, the infants were more
vocal in the home (57%) than in the laboratory (43%).

4. Conclusion:

In summary, questions presented to children by 2 mothers
during the first 16 weeks of lifeare most often syntdctically
complete, are characterized by a higher percentage of wh-
types in comparison to other forms,, are repeated about 22%
of the time most often exactly, aad are answered by the mother
herself about 9% of the time, A comparison of the three
periods within the first 16 weekliimdicated that the time g4-'
tween 8 and 11 Weeks,when the infant is displaying increased
vocalization and an expandirrg behavioraLrepertoire.is as-
sociated with more frequent questions presented by the mother,_
more frequent repetition of questions and a higher rate of
the mothers answering their own questions. Although the total
number of questions directed to these two children was similar

.in home and laboratory conditions,as was the idte of self-
repetition and answering, there were differences in the fre-
quency of specific 'subtypes of question forms and the amount -

*
..- of information provided by the mothers through their questions.

Based:on a low frequency of-occrrence, the mothers more fre-
quently added information to self-repeated quegtions in the
hom6poridition. Stylistic differences were shown in that the
moth'gr of the more vocal infant produced a greater number 9f ,

qUestions, more often answered her own questions, 5nd repeated
herself less Often. The results of this sfudy sho ld be con
sidered to be preliminary at this time because of the small
number of individuals involved and the liMited.sampiing period.
Nevertheless, this data contains valuable descriptive.informa-
tion in relation to the linguistic environment of the.young'.
infant which will be further.analyzed in a4longitudina1 para-
digM 4

.

0
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B. Study II. Structure, Function and Coritent of Parents' Chiild-
Directed Language: A Comparison Within and Among
Couples (Zlatin, M. A. and Phelps, H. L.)

J
1. Introduction

The bacliground information in relation to the character-
istics of and factors related to child-directed language dis-
played by parents during the first two years of their children's
lives has.been provided in the,introduction to the previous
study (Section IV, A). Although there is a growing literaturd
describing the features of mothers' child-directed language,
there are comparAively fewer involving fathers (Rebelsky and
Hanks, 1971; Gia-ttino-and Hogan, 1975),. In a'ddition, to our
knowledge, there has' been no study to date which hNs simul-
tafteously examined both a child'S.language a uisition and
his immeiate linguistic environment; that i , both.the Child
and the parents studied as a family unit ovei the first two
years. .

The purposes of the present descriptive study e to
attempt to code and qu'antify three'large aspects of Or lan-
guage interchange between children and their parents --
structure, function and content. Although lingukstid structure-
has been examined in some detail, it was necessary to evolve
a preliminary taxonomy for function and content. In adqition,
this study addressed itself to three major questions: (1) What
effect does altering the experimental conditions have on parent
language? (2) Are there differencis in child-directed language
between mothers and fathers in relation to structure, function
and content? (3) What are the potential effects of the child's
language on his/her parents' linguistic belvvior?.

2. Method:
1
/

Subjects
.

1,' At the time of study, three of the four infants were at
Stage I (Brown, 1973) in their language development and the

,

fourth child was at a preverbal.stage. J, age 1;21.6,.(one year,
21 weeks, 6 days), showed primarily single-word utterances with
two:-wordcombinations emerging (e,g. "get down"), &elf-repetition
of undirected single words with variations in intona.Lon repre-
senting phonological play, .extensive facial expressions., and
was highly imitative. He engaged in manipulative and func-4
tional play. A, age 1;14.3, exhibited an extensive single-
word vocabulary, infrequent 2- and a-word utterances,

.

phonological play lin the form of.rhythmic syllabification,
and appeared to bd,i quite 'conversational' in that she both
answered questions' and gave directions. M, age 1;25.3,

\
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exhibited primarily jargon, single'Words, infrequent 2-word
coVinations, and engaged in some phonological play. G,

age 0;42.0, was at the preverbal stage. He exhibited some
8 reduplicated syllables, vocalizations characterized by a
variety, of syllable types, and exIensive nasals. He was at
the stage of scooting behavior and was beginning to crawi.
Play was characterized by manipulation andiMouthing of ob-

.

jects and extensive visual scanning.

PrOcedures

Each parent was seen'for two half-hour'interactive
sessiOns on successive days in the infant.A.aboratory, a_
naturalistic,playroom with a 4' by 6' one-way mirr9r. On
the first.day, the parent interacted with the infant _fox...a
half hopr of free _play. an the second day, the parent/child .

interaction.Was under similar conditions, but the parent was
1 given a series of instruct,ions which related to a sppcific
set of activities that the child was to be engaged in. The
activities included feeding the child pudding,-showing him
a book,,,presenting a set of selected stimulus cards, playing
with body parts, and playing with.toys prirTided. ., The toys
and,,furn&glings, in the room were,identical under both con-
ditions.

The sessions were recorded on aUdio and yldeo tape. A
live corresponding narrative was made on the second chalnel`
of the audio recorder'.*:. All nstrumentation (Sony Video
Cameras AVC-3200 and 3500, Sony Spec,ial Effects Generator
SEG-1, Sony Video-cor'der AV-3600, TEAC 1230 recorder) was

-outside.of the playroom'with the exception of individual
microphones (Sony Electret ECM-50) worn by the parent and
b/"the

A total of 1600 utterances was analyzed Whic1-7"Included
100 from 4 mothers and 4. fathers in free play and directed
play conditions. Structure was analyzed from written tran-
scripts, wh-4e function and content were determined from a
combination of the transcript4 and video tape recordings.
Mean length of utterancas calculated by computer (ESSAY

:Program developed by Alden Mo and*,A.ssociates).

The categories for strutture, fUnction and content are
presented in Table 22. Under structure,'incomplete sentences
greAter than one 14ord were designated as constructions' (e.g,
"and another one"). The second category under'function,was

-a generalone which included labeling, locating, demonstrat-,
ing (e.g. ."This ishOw-it'goes."), andlattributing: The
category of self-talk was'developed from our preliminary ob-
servations that somo_f.--p-arents' utterances, although

0
possibly directed toward the Child, appeared to reflect ex-
ternalized thought processes. These were found most often
to

i

be characterized by greaterillengt1 and by More 'exotic,
,Ocabulary items: Some examples alq,..e listed on the following.
page:

6 8
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Tablie 2. Structure, funCtion and content categdries for
'parents' chilAtirected. language.

-a

Stricture
*

Single words

COnstruCtions'

Declarative j
'Statements

imperatives

QuestiOns

Function - Content 4,

Questions 'Inanimate objects

Labeling + Motor

Positive_ Social
Reinforcement

Seif-talk (i Sensory.

AffeCtive Mood Affective

Onomatopoetic +

Games and Rhymes

Denial

'Attention-rletting
Nondirectives

,Reports

Modeling Social
Behavior

I think Mother Goose has her stories mixed up.
You're in rare aim today.
'YOu're rambunctious today.
What are you inveStigating?
.I've got a deal you can't rfuse.
I'm ganna enroll you.in mechanical engineering.
You're not really paying attention to Ae, are you?

Other utterances which were classified as self-talk included
a subcategory where parents appeared to be talking for the
child superimposing an externalized thouglit process. 'Ex-
amples include:

Say, I don't know what those things are, M
Say, big deal.
I'll just get it myself, Dad.

.'No kisses for MoM? Is that what you say?

Under functioh, conveying affective,mood o the par nt in1
eluded utterances such as, "oh!", "wow!", "aw" :1o14ch", and
"Oh my goodness." The next catpgohr inCluded onomatopoetic
sounds and instancegwhen thq,paents ascribed'sounds lo in-
animate object such as; "brrr" for motors, "meow, beep-beep,
boom, bzzz, ring-ring" (for the,telephone), and "That bear.
says I wanna be your rriend." The next function category in-e
volved statements denying the trath value of lexical forms or
statements and denialkof tlie correctness of a phonological.

) 69.
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'form (e.g. "No, that's a pluto.." "That's not mOmmy's knee.")
The last three categories were attention-getting nondirectives
such as calling the child's name, reports involving statements.

.

which dealt with objects, events,,and/or people displaced in
time or space from the immediate situation, and modeling
social behavior such as talk.ing on the telephone.

The categories for. content included: (1) inanimate ob-
jects, (2) motor, e.g. "Sit down. Clap"; (3) social, e.g..
"good girl", games and rhymes; (4) senSory, e.g. "look",
"What do .you see?"; and (5) affective, e.g. "Are you'tired?"
"You think you're so cute." ."What's the matter?" If an
utterance was associated with more than one content category,
multiple.frequencies were tabulated. For example, the
direction, "Look at the book." would receive a pbint for the
sensory category and a point for the inanimate obSect category.

3. Results and Discussion

Exp&rimental Conditions

The effect of imposing structure by giving the parents
direction or specific activities 'to engage in during a play
situation made more of a difference for fathers than for
mothers. 'Analysis of the total nuMber of utterances for the
entire session revealed similar rates of verbalization be-
tween the two conditions for the mothers and spetific analysis
indicated similarity in the nuMber of questions, rate of.imi-
tating the child's utterances, and expressed positive rein-

, forcement. One mother verbalized her awa-reness of the imposed
directions. Following a display of resistance, she stated,
"Guess 1' Olouldn't force ya to do things. Shouldn't force ya."

-Fathers were more.ve bal in the directed play condi-
. tion and demonstrated more th n a threefold increase in the
number of times they soliciteI the infant's attention with
single words. The observatio,ki that fathers appeared to pay
less direct attention to the ild during_Xhe directed play
period was reflected in longer mean length of utterance,
fewer directions, and fewer social remarks. All parents
shoWed a higher rate of self-talk in the second condition
which possibly reflected their concern with the impoSed
directions and they less often corrected the child's utter-
ances. The analysis revealed a somewhat surprising result
in that all parents showed considerably more direction.in
the freeplay condition. This was difficult to interpret,
but may reflect the parents' attempt to impose structure in
naturalistic conditions and perhaps use other ,tactics when
given specific activities to dO; that is, they would sometimes
pretend thai they wanted to read a.book to attract the child's
attention.

Comparison of Mothers and Fathers

Mothers and fathers were quite similar in their use
of single words, questions, and reference to inanimate

7 0
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objects and the child's affective behavior (Figure 7). In
comparison to the fathers, mothers, as a group, made more
frequent reference to the social situation, evidenced a
greater number of utterances which pertained to sensory
function, engaged in considerably more child games, rhymes
and songs,- imitated the child's utterances more frequently,
gave more expressed positive reinforcement, and more often
used words conveying their own affective mood. Mothers also
displayed a greater variety of ways of attracting their chil-
dren's attention. They engaged-in more self-talk than fathers
possibly because more contact with the infant conditions a
higher freqUency of externalization of their own thoughts.
The mothers' teaching strategies were reflected in a graater
variety in content of their child-directed language. Even
though the MLU for mothers was slightly higher than for
fathers (Mean MLU for Mothers = 3.54; Mean MLU for.Fathers
= 3.45), the former displayed a higher frequency of single
words and constructions indicating that they-more often re-
duce their-language input to the child to effect learning
or a response.

I

Figure 7. C parison of mothers' and fathers' child-
d rected language for percent of utterances in
f've major content categories. The categories
include Inanimate Objects (IC)), Motor (MO),
Social (SO), Sensory (SN), and Affective (AF).
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^
f From the analysis of.content (Figure 7), we saw that

fathers made more frequent reference to motor behaviors
possibly beCause this is their most typical kind of inter-
action with their children. Fathers additionaW appeared
to be more directing than mothers in their attempts to con-
trol the infant's activities with fewer available strategies
the description of the fathers may leave a misimpression.
It is necessatT to consider that the reductions in various
behaviors described may be related to less famijiarity with
the experimental situation as well as.to variations in style
of interaction as,the fathers came into the laboratory con-
siderably less often than the mothers. FUture studies wiAi
compare the parents' linguistic style from home tape recora-
ings in addition to those solicited in-the laboratory to
reduce the potential bias imposed. In addition, we also
need to consider cultural effects in determining the differ-
ential roles played by the mothers and fathers which affeCt
their interaction behavior and the extent to which various
behaviors will be displayed in public.

The greatest within-couple consistency was shown in
the frequency of questions for both structure and function .

as well as in the analysis of content. The latter finding
indicated that individual infants had one of the most
striking effects on this aspect of their parents' ,linguistic
behavior.

Child Stage/Parent LangUage Correspondence

Historically, the effects of parent-child interaction
have been viewed in a unidirectional manner. We4are all
familiar with statements such as, "The parents condition

'the child to . . . ." In 1972, Lewis and Rosenblum edited
a book entitled, THE EFFECT OF THE INFANT ON ITS CAREGIVER.
The papers included clearly demonstrate the changes in
thinking in recent years. There is a reciprocal, bidirectional
relationship between the parent and child where both partners
exercise mutual regulating influences on each other. The
findings' of the present descriptive study indicate that lin-
guistic and'nonlinguistic factors, as well as developmental
level of the child, influence the structure, function, and
content of parent-language.

Parents of the most 'referential' (Nelson, 1973) child
in the study w1.-o additonally showed more advanced linguistic
development at the time of study, asked a greater number of
questions than other couples and more often appeared tc ex-
pect a response. TheY showed the fewest instances of self-
talk, and gave their child the fewest directions. Parents
of the child who exhibited a significant amount of jargon,
asked qie least number of questions,showed the highest fre-
quency of onomatopoetic sounds and attribution of sound

7 2
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producing capabilities to inanimate objects, and showed the
second highest number df directions following the parents of
the.preverbal-child. The parents of the youngest child in
the study exhibited more single words with a notably higher
frequency of single-word directives, a greater number of
affective content remarks concerning the infant such as,
"How do you fell?" and "Are you tired?"1 They'also showed
more frequenct.exclamatory words conveying their own affec-
tive hood or state of surprise such as, "wow" and "oh boy".
These utteranos were highly irlflected aid possibly served
ag attention-attractilg devices. These afents additionally
showed the least frequent social content d modeling re-
marks.

Analysis of the total number of utterances for both
experimental conditions indicated that the more advanced the
child was in linguistic development, the more verbal the
parents. These results appeared to correspond with findings
from the investigation of questions presented by mothers dur-
ing the first 16 weeks of lifu. That is the mother of _the
more vocal infant produced a greater number of questions.
These statements do not impiy a unidirectional causal relation-
ship. That ig, 'the more verbal the parents, the more vocal
the child' could just as-easily be.interpreted as 'the more
vocal the child, the more verbal the parents.'

4.

The analysis of both child-directed language and self-
talk indicated that-the affective state or 'mood' of the
child and the infant's primary style of interacting with his
world of people and objects influenced the content of his
parents' language. One child in the study had evidenced
somewhat advanced motor development and had been quite active.
His parents showed a markedly higher percentage of utterances
involving movement in comparison to other couples. In con-
trast, the youngest child's motor development had been slower
and his dominant mode of interacting with his world has con-
sistently been more visual. His parents evidenced a higher
proportion of sensory-related remarks particularly involving
the.visual modality. The influence of the child's cognitive
development was also felt to be reflected in the low nUmber
of reports or mention of objects, events or people displaced
in time or Space from the immediate situation. The parents'
reports most often involved disapppearance of an object or
the other palcent, a rather temporally-immediate event.

Structure

As shown in Table 23, the analysis of mean length of'
utterance by wordcount Shows'a trend indicating a-positive
relationship between the child's language development and
his/her parenth' MLU; howovor, it was felt that the throe
older children were too homogeneous to reveal substantial

7:1
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differenCes. Although the'results of-the analysis comparing,
fathers and mothers indicated that the latter showed slightly
longer MLU, it can now be seerLtIlatf this was true only for
the parents of the youngest child. In all other couples,
mean'length of dtterance was greater for the fathers than
for the mothers.

Table 23. Mean Length of utterance by Word count for parOrits'
child-directed language in freeplay and directed

'play conditions.

Child Parent Freeplay Directed Individual Couple
Play -Total Total

Father 3.58 3.78 3.68

Mother 3.26 3.96 3.60 3.64

Father. 4.00 3.67 3.84

Mother 3.37 4.03 3..70 3.77

Father 3.27 3.57 3.41
A

Mother. 3.03 3.56 3.29 3.35

Father 2.72 3.06 2.91

- Mother 3.46 3.74 3.61 3.25

The structural analysis revealed that questions occurred
--erbst frequently, followed by single words, declarative state-
Ments, imperatives, and constiructions (Table 24). Although
questions occurred most'frequently, they functioned in a variety

Table 24. Structural analysis of parent child-directed language.

Structure Total Number of -Percent of Total
Occurrerices

'Question 547 29

Single wOrds
-

413 21

Deelarative
Statements 406 20

Imperatives 326 16

Constructions 300 15

7 4
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,

oE ways -- to describe attributes (e.g. "isn't that cute?"),
to give directions (e.g. "Why don't you throw the ball?"),
to describe motor 'activities which the child was already
engaging in (e.g. "Are you cliMbing?"), and in self-talk.
Most often, the parents did not appear to expect a response
from the child with the exceptiOn of the parents of the child
most advanced in linguistic and conversational behavior.
Lack of expectation of a response seemS to result in a high
rate of questioning, using inforMal tags (e.g. huh? hmm?),

lk self-repeating, and a high frequency of parents answering
their own _questions.

The structural analysis further revealed a number of
utterances which were functionally pre- or postposed, but
were structually discrete. The purpose of many Of these
utterances appe4red to be to build additional redundancy
into the linguittic.signal. InfOrmal tags octurred both
before and after utterances (e.g. "Are ya happy's' hmm?"
and "Hmm? Shoes?"). Other examples of redunda'ncy include:

Imitation followed by t 1.,ostposed cbnfirmation remark

"Car. That's right."
"Rockrock. Yes."

Preposed confirmation followed by imitation ok expansion

"Yeah. There's the,peas."
"Umbmm. hear."
"Yes. That's a liq."

Function

The analysis of function indicated that questions re- )

tained their position of the mOst frequent type of utterance
in these experimental conditions (Table 25), Thet were

Table 25. Functional analysis Of Parent child-directedjanguage:

Function Total Number of
Occurrences

Percent of Total&

Questions 533--, 32

Labeling 4- 405 24

-Directions 397 24

Positi've R(Anforcemont (-.6 P 6

Self-te_tlk /3 ,.,

,

54 ,Afferctivb mood 3

Games &Ind rilym(.:s 39 -,

OnomaLopo,Jic, 1 27 1.6

\ model. :,,oct.11 130vior 21 .1

lleni,t1 1H 1

Atten.t.-0:.. Aorldirr:J:. JH 1

Report 6 II, 0.4

r7 o.
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gollowed by labeling, attribution, demonstration, and direc-
tions. The remaining.categories show a disproportionate
drop in frequency in comparison to the three maj.or classes.

As in previous studies of child-directed language
(Brown and Bellugi, 1964), a high rate of selective parent
imitation of infant utterances was observed. Imitation
served a variety of functions which could be interpreted as
language-teaching devices. Some of these,included confirma-
tion of a lexical item, questioning a lexical item or re-
questing clarification, maintaining vocal-verbal contact
with the child, and modeling behavior for role interchange
as a speaker and listener. A high f.requency of the word
"no" in, parent child-directed language also serves various
Junctions such as denial of the truth value of a child's
utterance and directing (no=stop). Frdh these observations,
we concur with Crystal (1975) in that function of utterances
cannot be derived from lexical items and/or structure alone.
The .nonverbal context, paralinguistic, and prosodic features
must be known;.and even then, a degree of subjectivity.per-
sists in the interpretation of intent.

4 4. Conclusion:

The results.of this descriptive study, we feel,
demonstrate the value of examining family units including
ot er, father, and chi,ld. Analyses of structure, function,

an content showed variations for .different experimental
conditions, variations between mothers and fathers, and
variations which aPpeared to be relat-da to individual chil-
dren. Parents bring considerable communicative experience
to the interactive situatiOn with internalized models df
dialogue. We make the assumption that they are linguistically-
adaptive depenc4ng on the effectiveness of th0r communication
with a listener, that they'have a variety of strdtegies avail-
able to communicate intent, affect, and meaning, and that
their adjustments affect the language development of tAir
children.

7 6
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VI. RESEARCH STA US: THE EVOLUTION OF CONVERSATION

X Study I- Parent-infant interactive uttOrances: an ex-
amination of silent pause intrvals (Zlatin,
M. A. ,:nd Whitman, I. A.)

1. Introduction:

During tlleearly months of life, infants and their
mothers have been observed to engage in interactional be-
havior that has the quality of conversational interchange
(Bateson, 197L; Hunt,)1972; Lewis and Freedle, 1972). Al-
though dome degree of4vocal contagion (Piaget, 1952) may be
present, these 'prototype' conversations appear to consti-
tute a type of social interchange prom which language
structure and function may be derived (Bruner, 1975). That
is, they may serve to assist the infant in his developm9nt
of communicative awareness by establishing the auditorl-
vocal circuit as a viable means of information exchange.
These early exchanges may be initiated by either the mother
or the infant and are ,characterized by one 4r more sequences
of three events -- initiator vocalizes, voCar response from
the coparticipant, vocal response from the initiator (Lewis
and Freedle, 1972; Tulkin and Kagan, 1972). It is evident
that both narticipants are engaged in mutual regulation of

A each others behavior (Moss, 1965).

The purpose of this preliminar study was to examine .

the duration, range andlvariability of pause intervals which
characterize prototype conversations from their emergence
for one infant.

2. Method:

. The infant selected for study was one of four children
who di&played the earliest emergence of interactive proto-
type conversation,A. Video and audio tape recordings of the
first four laboratory sessions for this infant were observed
and scrutinized for the presence of this behavior. (See.
Section III, B, 3 of this report for detailed description of .

recording procedures in-tile laboratory.) Both the moth9r and
the.father were individually *involved in these sessions with
their daughter.

An interactive prototype"conversation was defined as
one in which:

1) the minimum nunlber of components is three and tlie
initiator may.he either the parent or the infant,
i.e. moth infant/mother or infant/mother/infant;

2) the pl,liimum pause time between vocal'behavior ex-
hibited by each pai-ticipant does'not exceed 15
secondsiwithin a sequence;

7 7
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j 3) the participants maintain the same basic body
p405.tion and/or motor behavior;

4) the maximum number of complete relftted 'ideas
vocalized by the parent does not exceed 5 prior
to the infant's,onset of vocalization;

5) the general topic of converSation exhibited by
the adult participant remains essentially the
same throughout a given sequence; and

6) eye contact between the participants is sustained
throu4hout the interaction.

The dates of the sessions, age of the infant and number of
conversational .interchanges betwee5,144the infant and her parents

. is pr,esented in Table 26.

Table 26.. Thelemergence of prototypelconversations for one
infant for four laboratorygsessions.

Date of*Recording Age of Infant 'Number of Interactive
(weeks;days) Sequences

1/11/74 575 0

1/16/74 6;3 2.

2/ 8/14 9;5 18

2122/74 10;2 24

A coding system was devised to designate the number of com-
ponents i an interaction. An interaction consisting of the
minimum three components was coded as M; a number preced-
ing M in icated the total number of minimum components in
the sequence. Thus 2M denoted an interaction containing two
minimum components oe 6 units; 3M signified three minimum
components or 9 units in the interaction, etc. Additional
components to sthe minimum were ..indicated by a plus. Therefqre,
a code of M + 1 was equivalent to .an interaction containing
the minimul777three components plus one additional unit, and
M.+ 2 represented,the minimum components plus two additional
units, etc. The-example that follows has been included t'6.
illustrate the typical, coding used in an interactive sequence,
the nature and content of a typical interaction, and the pause

f time being measured. This interactive 4equencc contains two
minimum components plus one additional unit and six:pauses.
-In.accordapc with the aforeMentioned coding 3ystem,flth:!
proper code for this'particular sequence is 2M + 1.



M: Hi A 1.
(Pause)

I: Vocalization
(Pause)

, M M: JUi pretty girl.
01,What ya doing?

Huh?
(IDause)

M + 1 I: Vocalization
(Pause)

t
M + 2 M: A !s a pretty girl°. \

You're a pretty girl.
(Pause)

2M d: Vocalization
(Pause)

2M + 1 M: You're a pretty girl!
Yes!
You're a pretty girl!,.
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tr cings of selectea sequences were rdade fpr estimation of reli-
ability and in instances where there was uncertainty regarding
the initiation and/or termination of utterances. At times, the
parent and infant vocalized simultaneously within an interactive
sequence. There were no instances of overlap in .the first two
lessions. In session 3, 12 of 18 interactive sequences had-some
degree of 9yerlapping utterances'and in Session 4, 14 of 24 s)a-
quences we're associated with this behavior. For statistical,
purposes, instances of overlap were stipulated as 0 and were not
averaged into thei4otal,computation of the number 'of components
in an interaction.

3. Results and Discussion:

A total of 44 interaCtive sequences were identified for the
four sessions. The length of these sequences varied from those
containing 3 components (M) to those containing,as many as '36 com-
ponents (12M+1). Interactive sequences that exceeded 6\units were
observed in this infant by 6 eeks..3 days. This onset is con-
siderably earlier than has be n noted by other investigators.
Lewis and Freedle (1972) indi ated that shorter interactive se-
quences were observed in tfleir infants at 12 w6eks of age.,'

The means and standard deviations for interactive pause
time tabulated for sessions 3 and 4 are shown in Table-27.
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Table 27. Mean/4nd standard deviation Lf Pause Fl.tervals for -7---'
parent child (P-C) and child-parent e-P) inter- .

active sequences.

.Pause
Condition Sbssion:4

Total,Number of.
Pauses/Session.

P-C 3 71,

'C-P 3 ,71

P-C 4 97

C-P 4 97

Mean Len4th Standard
(secOnds) Reviation

.97 .4.- ..0 2 4

1.16 .81

.90 1.05

.91 .97

/
From this limited sample for one infant, the mean pause time

was very short and the variability was considerable. Pearson-
Product-Moment correlations between pause length occurring after

,a parent's vocalization and after an infant's'vocalization were
derived to determine whether. pause length yaried as a-function
'of the speaker preceding the silent interval. No relationship

ound,for,Session 3 and the resul4s of-the analysis for
ssi n 4 indicated a very.low positlVe correlation. These re-

sults ere interpreted as indicating that, for these individuals,
a paus duration follOwing Ehe parent's vocalization in an inter-
active çquence was.not related to the pause time following the
infant's ocalization. Results of an analysis of variance for
pause ieng h between Sessions 3 and 4 also failed to yield statis-
tically significant c:lifferences. It was.felt that the findings
from both analyses reflecthe extremely limited sample size and
large amount of variability.\... Further study following the con-
tinued development ot pzototype conversations between,this infant
and her parents as'i;lell as for the other.three childrtpn Under
study is anticipated. 'The other children aiso-evidenced the
emergence of interactive sequences between 7 and 8 weeksof age.

0.

1.

a.
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VII. CONCLUSIOkS

To summarize the current status of this intestigation and
derive conclusions,.we return to the questions poShd in the
troduction involving.when,. Where, and how to :begin the study. Of
language'aCquisition. To these will -also spe added the remaining
wh-forms -- what to stildy and why study this behavior'.

Our preliminary results indicate that an examination Of
the evolution of language aS a form of communicative behavior
which is closely aligned withcbgriition, most cogently should

begin at the'beginning; that is, W'itpAin the first month of life.
From the infant's initiIa1 reflexive/sound repertoire emerges.,basic
syllable-like'struetures which.share,features ,leith earlier forms
of vbcdlizatioll (Stark, Rose and McLagen, 1975, ) Pus demonstrat-
ing'a cOntinuous unfoJiding process.rather than one,initially"
characte'rized by disdontinuiet 'Thesebasic struOtures seem to
be sps9ossivellaborated folowed by a period of discontinua-
*tion when,the shild shifts his focuS to direct exploratiOn of
vocal tract (phonetic4` paranieters such as direction of the air

-earn, pitch, loudnesS, and various artiitulatory gestures. The
n ed tO begin it theTbeginning Aso reflects bun growing appreci-
ation of changeeffected in the chj.l.d's lindUistic and non-
linguistic environment. ,Through an early initiation of stud
we may not,onlY trace the featuteg'which are salient for a r-
ticular infant at different stages of development, bul.also
may tracc the evolution of communicative style between paren
aifd child.

s.
. .

With respect to the qUestion of where to conduct the study,
our preliminary findings confirmed the necessity:of exagining the ,

infant in a vLriety of' social interactive and nonsocial cOndi-
tione. Even within the first six monthse'thcse Children dis-
played differential behavior when theyl*ere altme and.when
tlhey were involved wit people. we. also observed different vocal
behaviors, at times', in the,'

1

nfant labdratory compared with the

-4
corresponding:behavioral rk 'rtoire in ehe home samples.' To
generataa dbmpnehensive d a base, therpfore, it appears to be
necessary to gather consistent Samples df the child's behavior
in multiple settings including the homp where some of recordings
may be characterlzed by less than ideal qqality, as well ab in
naturalistic labiratory-conditions. In the Dikter, greater
qudlity control'can be gained.

Given that we examihe the infant fnom the fipst month of
life in a variety of settings, whan he is alone, and when he is
interacting with primary caretakers, how do we proceed to collect,
reduce, integrate, and analyze the data in a manageable manner?

'-.;. The value of 5fulying a !rniall number of 041dren in dapth ovdr .

time within tIleir famiLy units, i.e. including mothers and fathers,
was confirmed! Although this proctureprohibits a single in7

, vestigatorAfom generalizing to la ge population's, the richness
of the data seefis well. worth this initial.saCrifice, Generaliza-i
tions will, in' time, evolve from comparisons`among mlny sucA

/
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sturdies using this methodology, one Whic seeMs to havesgained
increased favor among investigators of 1 nguage acquisition in
the. United States and increased respect"from some sections of

.

the research community. Our research effort'S are attempting to,'
find out not only wl-at chiber,n learn, but ,a1so how:they learn --
how beha4lor,evolves.

. .
, . . .i_. As indicated canner, diary studies .conduCted primarily

b'y -TInguists (Leopold, 1939-1949; Velteh, 19437 Lewis, 1951)
prot,idbd Us with some-valuable information regarding.the nature
of change in linguistic behavior; howeVer, the data were.not
available for repeated scrutiny. This need-has dictated the use,

of audio'and video recording for mOre permanent storage. We
.have alo found that it iS necessary to.secure almost daily

samples1 o the infant's*eha,vior,, as.there aresome:aspects of
iiuiport which may'lpe;present in the repertoire for very

brief pe ods and rapidly tfreCome assimilated. Other -11.1.aloa'g

sources o d ta include devPloPmental 1gs where:the parents..
mallintain r co ds of variousfface; of he. child'S.behavior-as.
they emer , periodic interFiews, a results of formal testing
procedure whiC 'eld infor 'regarding the .child's auditory
sensitivit , cognitiy .mdtor, sicial and emotional development., --
At .present, data collection .has been 6Ompaeted for three chil-. (
dren and- thelfirst six months of data has been reduced to ac7.
cesSible form for 1i Four. .The procets has- been both tediouS
and time consuming; however,. we find ourselves in agreement with
Hutt and Hutt( 1970) who indicated pat, -Regrettably, if-wepare
-to find out how people actually behave. . , there'seems to be
no substitute fo:: j.,),taileci and painstaking observation." (p: 9)

. x
In response.to the question of what to study, a .protocol

was developed to exainine selected aspects of,behavior exhibited
by the children and their parent.which were mostisalient for a.longitudinal paradigm; this is, aspectS of behavior which had
the,critical criteria4,?ttribute of continuity from inception
hrough the larly phaqt's of the'child's linguistic development.
ven preliminary substudies which fo-cused on the first twenty-.
ur 'weeks the child's life were conductede,including at

'least one in--each.of the k)ree major contsnt ar
the pareht, and parent-cTnild interactiOn. The
garding wflat to study were dictated.by the s

as --
decisions re-

cific long-term
'cgoals of the investigation.- WithiPa.primary emphasis on the

phonological deveropment,- fundamental frequency (F0) Was
selected.so that contrastive intonation eventually could'be
,exdMined.- Consistent Nith the findings of Delack (1975), mean
'vocal fundamenar'.frequency characteristics over'the first
twenty-fouT w ,ks showed little Change, but within-utterance
range and v-riai4liiy do.inCrease. Averaging procedures were
foun& to maskthe indiveival variations in F0,whiCh appeared to
be ass ciated.with L;Lor! of,,the infant,' physical act..ivity levels,
and cha cteristics-of the chilk's evolving vocal repertoire.

A
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The second aspect,of infant vocakzation selected was
the phonetic syllabT16- (Davidslen-Nielsen, 1974) which constitutes-,
the basic Unit of speech prodUctiOn. Since it is relatively,
well=agreed th'at criten tor featu es derived from adult models
of speech' proddttOon Could 'het be fO ced on the infant (Crystal,
1975), it-was necessary'to.evolve ,-a system which could be.tested
through Perceptual and acoustio:arialysis: ResultS indicated that
the phonetic syIlable'and the.feature,s'derived ,wereoviable.
Listeners who had received necessarY ispecial listening. training.

-.in an. 'infant mode' c0uld reliably..i.dentify syllabicity, peakS
of prominence ahd-Sementa1 variations _Perceptual responses
showed an acceptable co:relation,with"the acoustic:instrumental
analysis for a selected sample'. Although differing from the
features developed br Stark, Rose and MCLagen (1975), the,two
Systems seem to be compatible.- .It should be,,realized, hoWever,-
that despite the ,,,:ork done by Nakazima (1962; 19,pa, 1970, 1972),
Murai (1961, 1c)63), aLld Stark, among.otherinvestigators'of
.infant vocalizatioh are still in their own infandy- with respect
to descriptiVe feature systems. Altrimpgh children's utterancek
have.more typically been considered apart. from -the, situational

, context.in which they occur,.it does not,.seem to be, advisable'
to continue,this practice. From the analysis of phonatory

i ,characteristics'.associated With cry,and noncry types, as well
-. as .from our preliminary observatiois regarding intonation in

the second year'of .life, the situatiOnal conteXt seemS to be an
important factor ;'40;1 descrption.and interpre4a ion of a child's

,productions. One .asect c,f the situational ntext involves
parent chi1d7directd language.

We chose to bec.n stilis portion of the study by -6caMining
qmestion forms preaented to tWo of the children by their mothers
dAing the firsti ..;ixteen weeks of life. This formllas been re-
ported-to account for a large percentage of child-directed lan--
guag in other investiiationS (Broen, 1972; Snow, 1972;J)hillips,
,1973). Observation of 'yuestions, furthermore,constituted a
sourge.forrevealing change as the children became more able to
fUlfill their 6ommunicativeroles linguistically in conversa
tional interact4on. A wide variety,of4estion types was pre-
sented to the children.during the fiistlberi.od of their
development4 These wre often repeated in various forms
including exact/repetition, reduced, anded, paraphrased or
otherwise.altered versions. The mothe s,at tiMeS,' answered
their Own'questions thereby fulfilling Oth-JOmmunicative. roles.
The frequency of queLtionsincreased asIkthe children became more
vocal. A second study revealed that questions with respedt to
both Structure and function (i.e. knquiry) occurred,more fre
ffuently than any other cateaory in the ch2td-direCted lanauaae
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number. of factors including situational context in which the
dyadic and triadic interactions occurred, the child's develop-
mental stage as reflected. by his behavioral dhd linguistic
repertoire, the parent_s' perception of the child's abilities,
the parents' owr4Apeedti for establishing.contactthrough th'e
aUditory-vocal c7hannel, the parents internalized model of
discourse behaviorl their commUnicative styles, and the specific
preferences exhibited by their infant. AlthOugh we have only
sampled parent. child-directed,language'during two periods of
development, within-couere and within-family styles have emerged
to provide us a :Der3pective that could not otherwise have
been gained.

The final contcnt area for which the least dirjct analysis
has been compIctei involved particular facets of parent-child
behavior as thoy engaged in direct interaction. It was found
thatk prototype conversations-. (Hunt,.1972; Lewis and Freedle,
1972) appeared within the first two months of life for each of
the four children. One objective of this study is to trace the
evolution of cOmmunidative.style between parents and their chil-
dren from its inception through the period when.the infant, as
previoUsly indicated, 'first begins to fulfill his communicative
role as a lingulstic partner. The development of communicative
awareness oh the Child's part and the ground-work for opening
and estabLtsbiii L ±-mJitory-vocal channel as a mean§ of com-
munic,itionLfor inmation exchange seems' to be laid in the
earliest period o: i child's life."

The last ;:luci:ormilfaised in our list is why study lan-
guage,acquisiLien.. o have found investigators from diverse,
disciplines interest:.d in the problem and each is impelled by
seemingly different underlyng motivations. linguist, for
example, may'examine or ccnsider acquisition to advance.the
status of a theory oi ijitje as well as to potentially reveal
languaae universals cL)mmon to children from diverse communities
an'd differential' 1.-_11.:,-specific features. An anthropologist
may share 11-,,e latter L:Ylerest with the linguist, but adds the
dimension of.viewing 1:i..aage'ds a transmitter .of cUlture. A,

.psycholOgist,tilay view language in relation to socialization,
cogpition and içUcnai levelOpment. Educators view language
as being essentiafor_academic.achievement: The present study
was, in part, initi'ally7;lotiVated bythe principal investigator's_
Concern with identYficatlion and treatment of children who were
.sspected of .6videncin.:i developmental disability;'however, this

srat
study has been conduqted.ith an. appreCiation of each of'th
yieWs enUme ed

e._
,

in conclusion, the present study is relatively unique to'
the ...field of lancjuae aCquisition.in that behavior of the chil-.
.dreri and their pdrents was sampled i.n.both ecological and manipu-'
lative environments-providing a large data base which.is now
available for repeated. scrutiny. ,From this data, objective
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measures ere developed to describe the features.of the infant's
emerging und :.;yStem. We have just begun to xelate these
features to'otherdunnldini aspects pf the child's behavior in
the context of his i7:LT7:d1.:c. linguistic and nonlinguistic en-
vironment. 'This, allow for potentially stronger
interpretative power than when a child's behavior and the char-
acteristics bf hiS en7;ronrtlent are examined in relative isolation.
We are compelled to conide:( languaye acquiSition from'the view-
Nploint of an interactive process in which the child and his parents,
while indcpendeni; tTh riRcipals in a.eciprocal mutually-
regulating relatienh:ii). t_:yelution of a theory of language
and the deve.l.cprlen' a mo,1*i of infant behavior.with adequate
criescript.iv 5oeelat..ion call or devoted efforts by many
individuals. lL sai.d that one of the .most difr
ficult assignm:_!nt:.s th. can o offered to mah is that of con-
templating ahd concaptualizi;14 his own'nature. "This seems to
be at the heart: of Me t;1;- wa have set for ourselves in examin-
ing,the evoluni spec'ificitaly by initiating study
in th earliosio or infancy.
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AltEough 'we are still in the process of further reduction
.6i data and. analysis, the resultS thus fac gleaned.from thiS
investigation have'been utilized for furthering research efforts,

.4rimary:educational purposes, as well as for continuing educa-,
- tion. As the principal investi4ator is 4 member Of a uniVe^rsity
faculty involved in training of undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, the video tapes secUred have provided a rich .soUrce for
A.assroom observation of infants during the first twO.years of
_ife and of parent-child interaction, Categorical Classifica-
tion. systems evolved for the contentive aspects-of the study
havebeen adopted by.students in evolving 'descriptions ofinfants.
_lho are developing normally as well as of infants who are sus-
ected or-evidencing. developmental problems.. The mission of
thoe.individuals inVolved in research and educational efforts
'direeted toward early identifidation of develdpmental disability.
.1s to .potentially.facilitate later academic and social adjust-
ment-for individual children who are at risk for problems in
-hoth reas. The principal investigator has disseminated infor-
7::Ation.gained from the study in professional meetings and through
invited workshop preseritations Xo professionals involved in edu-
cation. She has also been asked t9 consult in the design.and
:mplementtion of research in other institutions. In the United
Alates, we are fortunate that investigators have had a. long-
tane.;irl,i interest in development and have provided:us with crOss-
ctional normative informaion for:large samples with. respect
a 'number of emergent behaviors during the preschool years;

Yz has been with these 'benchmarks' or milestones that current
Jesearchers are affordcd the- opportunity to study fewer children
,Ongitydinally in greate'r .geptn. The investment of both ime
.nd finances appears to be yielding fruit,,. as findings from
i_verse research groups, each of. which ds examining few children
.oth- within this Country as well as in other linguistic com7..

are providing a rich dat:a base. From this base, 4ni-
,rsal ahd specific features of language. acquisition should
-Jtir7.ately be evolved.
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